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Thank you so much for reading the Spring 2022 issue
of ICSM Gazette!

You can also read a Wellbeing report from one of
our first-year students, Ibtida Chowdhury.

The last two issues of the Gazette were published in
times of uncertainty and restriction. The previous
committee did excellent work to still find enough
content to produce a Gazette. Thankfully, in the last
year or so, however, the easing of restrictions has
meant that so much more has happened at ICSM that
we can report on. As such, I hope this issue is some
sort of return to normalcy.

Our Academic section features a couple articles
from our very own Cate Goldwater-Breheny, who
reflects on a MedIC masterclass and her own
experience of resitting exams at medical school. We
also have a report from Muslim Medics, as well as
Gayathri Thivyaa’s intriguing perspective on the
relationship between empire and empirical research.

To begin this issue, Professor Amir Sam, Head of
Imperial College School of Medicine, writes of the
changes that have been made within the medical
curriculum in the face of the significant challenges
posed by COVID-19. Our ICSMSU President, Samuel
Hammond, speaks of ICSM’s return to a packed
social calendar, as well as the important work that
has been done by the SU in tackling wider problems,
such as the reported rise in drink spiking that we saw
at the tail-end of last year.
This issue is primarily focused on reflection. The
SMHA Chairman, Jonathan Hoare, reflects on the life
of the one and only Professor Robin Touquet, a
highly respected A&E consultant at St Mary’s and a
mentor to many, who sadly passed away last year. I
was honoured to be invited to his memorial service,
at which the speeches from his family and colleagues
gave me a real appreciation of his love and passion
for medicine and the medical school. We have been
granted special permission to reprint his Obituary
from The Times, whom we wholeheartedly thank.
We also have a piece from Anojan Arulnathan, chair
and trustee for ICSM Alumni. For all who read this
issue, I implore you to sign up, either as you graduate
or after, as ICSM Alumni does so much work to
support the students of ICSM, including helping to
fund this very magazine.
We feel, at the Gazette, that all our constitute
schools should have a place at ICSM. Dr Bob Phillips,
who is a Westminster Alumnus, recently founded the
Westminster Chapter, alongside Professor Touquet,
and his piece tells us about the history and future of
Westminster Hospital’s alumni, and how you can get
involved yourself.
On the point of reflection, in our News section you
can read about the incredible work of Professor
Gareth Tudor-Williams, who has retired this year –
his STFYD video cameos will never cease to make me
chuckle and his work in paediatric HIV research and
care has saved lives.

Our special Features this year include former
Managing Editor Kevin Brown’s Tales from the
Archives, which is a fantastic story of a wartime
Serbian refugee at St Mary’s. In our big Feature, I
was able to scour the Gazette archives to pick out
and discuss some past issues of the St Mary’s
Gazette. If possible, I would like to do the same with
the Charing Cross Gazette and Westminster
Broadway too, in coming issues. Please contact me if
you know where I can find these archives.
In Events, you can read about the return of Halfway
Dinner, by Xinyu Ye as well as a review of ICSM
Drama’s reinterpretation of Sleeping Beauty. We
also have pieces on World Antimicrobial Awareness
Week and the National Student Global Health
Conference.
Our featured Clubs and Societies this year are
Tennis, Music, Cricket and Infectious Diseases. We
also have an… interesting poster made by ICSM
Waterpolo’s Miguel Armstrong – you can tell me if it
could find a spot at next year’s RCGP conference.
Finally, in Travel, you can read all about Rakul Sri’s
lads holiday to… Poland? You can also read about
how to start solo-travelling, as well as an insight into
why we travel in the first place, by Enrique Monem.
Thank you once again for taking the time to read this
issue of the Gazette. I wish to express my sincerest
thanks to anyone who has written, edited or read
this issue, particularly to the gargantuan efforts of
the Gazette Committee. Special thanks to our
Secretary, Mi-Tra Tran, and our Media Officer,
Aleksandra Dunin-Borkowska, without whom this
issue would not have been possible.

THANK YOU

ABI MAHENDRAN
CHIEF EDITOR 2020+1/22
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HEAD OF ICSM ADDRESS

PROFESSOR AMIR SAM

HEAD OF IMPERIAL COLLEGE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

As I write, we are beginning to see potential eases in
the restrictions we have lived through for so many
months. We cannot yet say things are ‘normal’ and we
are still facing some challenges and difficulty, but I am
encouraged by the positive changes and progress we as
a School and a community continue to make in a variety
of areas, and it’s these I want to highlight in this column.
It is more important than ever that we support
students, throughout the entirety of their training, to
be confident in making the transition to being a doctor,
and to manage the potential demands of an NHS
career. Our reimagined curriculum now facilitates
direct clinical experience for students much earlier in
the programme. This thread throughout the curriculum
culminates in the provision of a Pre-Foundation
Assistantship at the end of the final year, aiming to ease
the change from medical student to Foundation doctor.
Our developments in this area have resulted in much
improved feedback from our recent cohorts. Indeed we
have moved up 10 places nationally in preparedness for
practice.
Recently, I have been pleased also to attend teaching
for inventive modules such as Clinical and Scientific
Integrative (CSI) cases, where we demonstrate our USP
of quality integration of science with clinical focus and
relevance.
Our BSc pathways continue to provide students with
excellent opportunities to explore and expand research
skills and interests in a wide range of areas, highlighting
Imperial as the place for world-class scientists to
develop their expertise.
Later in the MBBS programme, I was pleased to see
significant engagement with our brand-new revision

course for our final-year students, testament to the
hard work and creativity of our Digital Development
and Phase 3 teams.
A significant factor in our progress and successes has
been the underpinning of the changes with a focus on
innovation, creativity and collaboration. We are always
looking for areas we can harness new technology to
improve the education that we offer, and currently we
are leading in simulation research to develop our
teaching methods – efforts recently supported and
rewarded by funding from Health Education England.
As we proceed carefully towards life a little less
dominated by COVID-19, I am hugely proud of all we
have achieved so far, often in the face of significant
adversity. I am confident ICSM will go onwards only
from strength to strength and continue to be hugely
proud to be part of our incredible community.

Professor Amir H. Sam
Head of Imperial College School of Medicine
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STATE OF THE UNION
SAMUEL HAMMOND
ICSMSU PRESIDENT 2021/22

Dear Gazette,
Last term, your ICSMSU relished the opportunity to
see a return to in-person, on-campus events, teaching
and learning opportunities. The challenges of COVID19 have continued but being able to welcome our
latest cohort of Freshers at some of our iconic
ICSMSU events (I’m talking about the highly-secret,
hugely fun Reynolds Show or the always popular boat
party) was incredibly exciting. Building on this and
being able to host events for our Phase 1b students,
that missed the chance to attend an in-person
freshers’ fortnight, was also a huge achievement.
Our 20+ strong SU team have continually sought to
listen to your feedback and advocate for the change
you want to see here at ICSM. We spearheaded a
drink spiking campaign on the back of the worrying
rise in reported spiking cases. In collaboration with
the UH medgroup (London medical schools united),
we helped to develop a guide to the policies &
measures that venues across London have in-place to
tackle the issue. This also allowed us to highlight
which areas these venues would need to target to
maximise the safety of our students on these event
nights. We are continually involved in the plans for
the upcoming Reynolds refurbishment to ensure that
the space created for students is made with students’
ideas & needs in mind. Recently, we helped to ensure
that a dedicated multi-faith prayer room is included in
the plans, given no dedicated space within Reynolds is
available currently.
This term we are facing a number of challenges but
perhaps the biggest issue we want to focus on
addressing is the recent report on racial
discrimination at our medical school. The report

emphasised the need for a coordinated effort from
your SU and faculty to address the issues outlined in
the report. We will look at both reactive and
preventative measures to ensure we are doing all we
can to contribute to an inclusive community within
ICSM. By focusing on the education & training around
equality, diversity, and inclusivity we hope to
continually build on establishing a safe and
welcoming culture at ICSM, for every student.
COVID-19 has also given us pause for thought. It’s
been a good opportunity to reflect on how ICSMSU
has changed over the years, what aspects we have
done well and where, perhaps, we need to focus our
efforts more. Additionally, we want to ensure that our
roles are solidified for future ICSMU student
members – improving the level of guidance, training &
support for each one of our roles.
I want to thank each and every SU volunteer for their
hard-work, commitment and resilience throughout
the past term. I’ve no doubt they’ll carry this ethos
forwards and continue to do their very best at
advocating and representing our MBBS & BMB
students.
Samuel Hammond
ICSMSU President 2020+1-22
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SMHA CHAIRMAN'S
ADDRESS
The St Mary’s Hospital Association has remained active over the past year and is
gradually coming to terms with modern technology. Chairing the meetings
online with attendees from 18 years old to 90 has been a challenge but everyone
has stepped up. We awarded around £10,000 pounds in funding toward the
expenses of various student clubs and societies, everything from Lacrosse kit to
microphones, tour funding and a contribution toward the Final Year Dinner,
which is still going and great fun!
ICSM students are very fortunate to benefit from the generosity of their
forbears, who, and I think we would all agree, benefitted from the social and
extracurricular whorl of St Mary’s, which equipped us with friends, stories,
hobbies and a sense of humour for life. If anyone embodied the spirit of the old St
Mary’s it was Robin Touquet, who so sadly passed away last year, his richly
deserved Times obituary reproduced in this issue. It is humbling to see
everything he achieved and perhaps a bit intimidating; how could I/we ever do so
much? However, my personal experience with Robin shows in a way, how he did
it and how we can all do similar albeit probably less.
Robin was my tutor during my 3 years clinical at St Mary’s. To be honest I was a
very unpromising clinical student, constantly berated on ward rounds by fierce
consultants for not knowing much, scored very average marks, but enjoyed the
social side immensely. Many tutors would only step in when there was a
problem, but Robin had us for dinner, would sit me down occasionally and have a
chat and generally took an interest in me when nobody else did, which felt lovely
and very reassuring. When I failed the A&E interview he was furious, sat me
down and gave me an hour-long lesson in interview technique, and I never failed
another one again. He would always later refer to me as “Honorary Team 17”. So,
we can all do a “mini Touquet” by just taking an interest in junior doctors and
students and honestly offering up what scant pearls of wisdom we have and
offering genuine support.
Robin never left me alone. The first time I saw him in the corridor, after I was
appointed to St Mary’s in 2006, he said simply “Good to see you Jonno, Mary’s
Hospital Association meeting on Thursday, see you there”. I had no idea what
that was but obviously obeyed, and here I am 15 years later!
Robin’s memorial was a wonderful celebration of his life and a wonderful reunion
with old Mary’s pals, providing yet another chance to re-tell all the old stories. If
we can help provide a similar treasure trove for today’s students then I believe
that to be a noble goal for our charity. Wishing you all a Covid free 2022.
Mary’s For The Cup!
Dr Jonathan Hoare

SMHA

ICSM ALUMNI REPORT
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ICSM Alumni is now in its 17th year, having been created in 2004 to emulate the support given to students by alumni of our constituent
medical schools. Over the years we have been able to give support to the students in the form of bursaries and grants to both
individuals and clubs and societies. This year alone we have donated £16,000 with similar amounts donated each year. Money donated
has been given for elective grants, 5th and 6th year bursaries, support for events such as STFYD and halfway dinner as well as
supporting the Gazette.
The Alumni raises money through a small annual membership fee of £25 pounds a year, which is probably the same as buying a coffee
round post take – a small amount when considering the large impact that the donations have on Students’ lives.
It is vitally important that the students of ICSM can rely on their Alumni to give back, and when these students become doctors that
they consider giving back. As well as monetary contributions the Alumni also help keep the traditions and memories alive, as well as
acting as mentors to the student’s union and lending support when it comes to discussions with College.
Our membership numbers haven’t been growing as we had hoped with fewer students are signing up when they graduate. We
understand that there is some confusion among students who think that ICSM Alumni is part of the Imperial College Alumni. ICSM
Alumni is, however, an independent organisation registered with the charity commission. Our Trustee board is made up of graduates of
ICSM and the aims and objectives of the Association are to support students of ICSM.
This year we have decided to launch the ‘ICSM Phoenix Fund’ (www.icsmphoenixfund.org) which will be our main way of raising the
money required to continue and expand the support that we give to the students. There will be further information on the Phoenix
Fund in the coming weeks.
As ever, we would love to hear from our Alumni far and wide as to how we can continue to grow, and what you would like to see from us
as an organisation.
Thank you for your continued support.
Dr Anojan Arulananthan
Chair and Trustee
chair@icsmalumni.org
Dr David Thompson
Treasurer and Trustee
treasurer@icsmalumni.org
Dr Rajiv Ark
Secretary and Trustee
secretary@icsmalumni.org

ICSM Class of 2010

PLEASE DO
GET IN TOUCH

We are frequently emailed in by alumni of St. Mary’s Hospital wishing to post news about reunion
SMHA
plans and to get in contact with former class fellows. If you are interested, do not hesitate in emailing
us at medgaz@imperial.ac.uk to put out an advertisement in the next edition of the Gazette!

IN MEMORIUM
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PROFESSOR ROBIN TOUQUET
DIED 16.07.2021, AGED 73
BY DAMIAN ARNOLD
ORIGINALLY APPEARED IN THE TIMES
REPRODUCED WITH KIND
PERMISSION FROM THE TIMES
Robin Touquet used his experience as a Royal Marines reservist to
transform the accident and emergency department of St Mary’s,
Paddington, with military precision.
After arriving as a consultant at St Mary’s in 1986, Touquet was at the
vanguard of a movement to develop specialist A&E teams in the NHS.
The service was usually run by surgical teams on call with perhaps one
junior doctor staffing the department at night. Over the years, Touquet
demonstrated the benefits to patients and built-up St Mary’s into one of
the biggest A&E departments in the country, nearly trebling the number
of patients treated every year, from 25,000 to 65,000.
The first big test of the professor of accident and emergency medicine’s
quest to ensure a hospital could respond well to a catastrophic incident
was the Paddington rail disaster. On October 5, 1999, two trains collided
nearly head on at high speed near Ladbroke Grove station. Thirty-one
people were killed and 417 injured, many with terrible burns. The
seriously injured were taken to St Mary’s, where Touquet had ensured
that each trolley had a senior and junior surgeon, an anaesthetist and a
nurse standing by. Clerical staff were on hand to contact doctors from
the main hospital. A psychologist was there to help patients suffering
from trauma.
The major incident response plan also performed excellently when, six
years later, victims of the 7/7 terrorist bombing at Edgware Road Tube
station, a few streets away, were rushed to the hospital. Lives were
saved.
Every six months, Touquet would create a team that comprised a few
registrars and SHOs. He built-up the strength of his SHOs from just one
to about 15, calling them his “cherry bums”, after the red-trousered
cavalry of the 11th Hussars. Choosing one of the regiments involved in
the Charge of the Light Brigade during the Crimean War in 1854 gave
some indication as to how he expected his SHOs to perform. He would
keep pictures of each team that he built on the wall of his office – 50 over
the course of 25 years.

PLEASE DO
GET IN TOUCH

Esprit de corps was enhanced by Touquet’s championing
of the medical school’s rugby team, which had a run of
success in the United Hospitals Challenge Cup. Touquet
would cheer them on from the sidelines and
many players recalled being stitched back together with
temporary “Touquet bootlace anaesthetic-free sutures”.
Each new cohort of junior doctors would have been
protected up to that point, working under the close
supervision of a consultant in a certain discipline. Now,
they were on the front line and many of them were
frightened because, as one of Touquet’s former junior
doctors said, “anything and everything can walk through
the door, and it does”. Triaging decisions on how to treat
the patient needed to be made quickly. Touquet would
tell his junior doctors: “If you haven’t made a mistake
then you haven’t seen enough patients. When you make
your mistake, come and see me and I will sort it out.” The
hundreds of junior doctors who passed through his
hands remember “Touquetisms”, such as “every patient
is a ‘Lima Oscar’ – a learning opportunity” or “you catch
more flies with honey than with vinegar”.

Using the department’s motto “scientia vincit timorem”
(knowledge conquers fear), Touquet would assemble his
team at 8am for the “early morning meeting” (he may as
well have called it reveille). Here, consultants were
invited to give impromptu teaching sessions on how to
deal with typical injuries that appeared at A&E and how
to spot symptoms. Working practices and management
issues would be brought out into the open, not least by
Touquet, a forthright man who one colleague recalled as
“always willing to say the thing that others were thinking
but were not prepared to voice”.

We are frequently emailed in by alumni of St. Mary’s Hospital wishing to post about recent deaths
and
SMHA
to get in contact with former class fellows. Please do not hesitate in emailing us at
medgaz@imperial.ac.uk to publish an Obituary in the next edition of the Gazette.

IN MEMORIUM
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Robin Touquet was born in the village of Hoxne, Suffolk,
in 1947, to Victor Touquet and Rowena (née Groom).
His father left when he was three years old, and he never
saw him again. He was brought up by his mother and
much of his childhood was spent in the village of Oxted,
Surrey, where she worked as a teacher at St Michael’s,
Limspfield, a girl’s public school. He attended Cranleigh
School in Surrey. With undiagnosed dyslexia, he
struggled, but excelled at science.
Aged 17, he entered Westminster Medical School and,
while a medical student, he joined the Royal Marines as
a reservist. After both commando and parachute
training, he was awarded his green beret in 1969. He
would later say: “I learnt more about leadership from
RM senior NCOs than I ever did on any NHS
management course.”
After qualifying as a doctor in 1971, he started in
general practice, but missed the camaraderie of hospital
teams, so he studied to become a surgeon at St George’s
Hospital in Tooting, south London. Surgery was not for
him either; he said that he worried too much.

Only two excuses were allowed for missing the meeting: annual leave or
illness. Once, when one of his cherry bums did not turn up, Touquet
reported him to the police as missing and a constable was dispatched to
knock on his door. Before the end of the meeting, he turned up with a
cherry face to go with his red derrière. There were no more absences.
He was astounded to find that about half of admissions (70 percent at
weekends) were alcohol-related and realised it was a growing problem.
Touquet began to study alcohol-related-illnesses. He devised the
Paddington Alcohol Test to measure how deep-seated a person’s
problem was and offer appropriate support. He also developed the
alcostick, a device that measures blood alcohol levels. Raising money
from outside sources, he made St Mary’s the first A&E department to
embed “alcohol health workers” into the team to provide information
and advice about lifestyle choices. Some patients let it be known in blunt
terms what St Mary’s could do with their advice. However, nearly half
agreed to come back and start to get help and there was a significant
reduction in alcohol-related admissions. Working with the renowned
toxicologist John Henry, Touquet also made St Mary’s a centre of
excellence for treating drug-related admissions, of which there were
many.

PLEASE DO
GET IN TOUCH

Eventually, he realised that “if I put the same energy and
effort into my medical career as I put into the Royal
Marines, I might make something of myself”. So it proved
when he became a senior registrar in the A&E at Mayday
Hospital in Croydon. He joined St Mary’s in 1986 as the
hospital’s first trained A&E consultant. The department
comprised one room with just a few staff. For the first
five years, Touquet was the only consultant.
Touquet’s first two marriages ended in divorce. In the
early 1990s, he was diagnosed with Ménière’s disease,
which left him completely deaf in his right ear. For such a
sociable man, it was a cruel blow. Going to restaurants
became very difficult because he could only hear half the
conversation. As a remedy, he took a cookery course so
that he could entertain at home instead, safe in the
knowledge that he could follow conversations with less
background noise. He fell in love with the course tutor,
Liz, and they were married in 1992.

We are frequently emailed in by alumni of St. Mary’s Hospital wishing to post about recent deaths
and
SMHA
to get in contact with former class fellows. Please do not hesitate in emailing us at
medgaz@imperial.ac.uk to publish an Obituary in the next edition of the Gazette.

IN MEMORIUM
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Thereafter, at official functions she would sit on his right-hand side to
protect him. She survives him, along with their daughter, Hetty, who
works in marketing for the publisher Bloomsbury, and son, William, a tax
consultant for Deloitte.
Touquet retired from St Mary’s in 2011. Freed from the high-octane
environment of A&E, he found peace in gardening and became a
conservator of Wimbledon and Putney commons, near to where he lived.
He could not entirely relinquish his instinct to build teams, though, and
organised the other residents on his streets into a neighbourhood watch.
Robin Touquet, professor of A&E medicine, was born on August 3, 1947.
He died of cancer on July 16, 2021, aged 73.

The Robin's Fund has been set up to contribute to ICSM - as a start, three new Awards have been handed out at this
year's Halfway Dinner.
Donations to Robin's Fund can be made either through Just Giving https://www.justgiving.com/stmaryshospitalcharity or
by a payment to the St Mary's Hospital Association bank account, citing Robin's Fund:
St Mary’s Hospital Association.
Sort Code: 60-16-10
Account No: 21857873
The reference: ROBINS FUND.

PLEASE DO
GET IN TOUCH

We are frequently emailed in by alumni of St. Mary’s Hospital wishing to post about recent deaths
and
SMHA
to get in contact with former class fellows. Please do not hesitate in emailing us at
medgaz@imperial.ac.uk to publish an Obituary in the next edition of the Gazette.
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DR BARRIE JAMES PETTIGREW WRIGHT
DIED 05.07.2019 AGED 91

BY THE WRIGHT FAMILY
Barrie was born on 28th May, 1928, in Poole, Dorset, and died on
5th July, 2019, in Oxford. As a wartime schoolboy at Poole
Grammar School, to which he cycled every day, he grew to know
and love the county well. National Service in the RAF, largely
spent in Aden, followed (1946- 1949).

Barrie lived his life with humility and grace, and above all
enjoyment. His presence brought warmth and humour
everywhere, and his families' memories of him will never fade.

After demobilisation he enrolled at the St. Mary's Hospital
Medical School, Paddington. Study apart, he played for the
hospital's rugby team, becoming a lifelong fan of the sport.
In 1955 Barrie qualified as a doctor and during his training worked
in various fields – Infectious Diseases, Obstetrics and A&E, about
which he reminisced to family and friends in graphic detail!! It was
while working in casualty that he decided to become a G.P. This
led to a further year's training at Chesham, Buckinghamshire: it
was a decision he never for a moment regretted. It suited both his
temperament and his medical talents and, with his total
involvement with his patients in all matters both medical and
personal, it was a role in which he found complete satisfaction.
Love of his work, in fact, led to his spending his holidays over a six
year period working as a ship's doctor. In 1961 Barrie married his
first wife, Tricia, and together they had four children – Diana,
James, Richard and John. His first practice as a G.P. was in 1963 in
Cippenham, Slough. Whilst there he became a long-time advisor
to the St. John Ambulance service and, for relaxation, joined
Cippenham Cricket Club, of which he became president.
In 1973 the Cippenham Practice amalgamated with Burnham
Health Centre, and shortly afterwards Barrie became a partner in
the expanded practice. During his time in Burnham he met his
second wife, Anne, whom he married at Bray Church in 1983. She
brought to him three step-children – David, Mark and Robert –
and all settled happily in Cookham Dean, Berkshire.
Retiring in 1984 aged 66 years, his retirement was marred by a
bout of cancer from which he recovered relatively well in 2001.
Barrie and Anne enjoyed travelling together and spending time
with their families which, for Barrie, numbered eleven
grandchildren and six step-grandchildren. Later, they moved to
Dorchester in Oxfordshire, then finally, in the same county, to
Middleton Stoney.

PLEASE DO
GET IN TOUCH

We are frequently emailed in by alumni of St. Mary’s Hospital wishing to post about recent deaths
and
SMHA
to get in contact with former class fellows. Please do not hesitate in emailing us at
medgaz@imperial.ac.uk to publish an Obituary in the next edition of the Gazette.
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DR TERRY MOTT
BY MATTHEW EARTH
ORIGINALLY APPEARED IN THE
IPSWICH STAR, REPRODUCED
WITH KIND PERMISSION FROM
IPSWICH STAR/ARCHANT
Tributes have been paid to one of the co-founders and "driving
force" behind St Elizabeth Hospice in Ipswich after his death.
Terry Mott was born in London and worked as a consultant
radiotherapist and oncologist at Ipswich Hospital for many years.
Alongside Nick Ridley, Dr Mott spearheaded the team which
oversaw the creation of St Elizabeth Hospice in 1989, which has
cared for thousands of patients from across East Anglia.
He was a trustee of the hospice until he retired from the board in
April 2008, when he became vice president. But Dr Mott
maintained his support and interest in the hospice, including
attending the service’s 30th anniversary celebrations in
November 2019.
Dr Mott lived in Woodbridge with his wife Elizabeth, with whom
he had four children. Sadly, he died aged 85 on September 1, St
Elizabeth Hospice confirmed.
Judi Newman, chief executive of St Elizabeth Hospice, said "the
whole hospice family" was saddened by Dr Mott's passing and
paid tribute to his role in founding the service. She said: "Terry
played a phenomenal role in helping establish the hospice. His
passion for supporting and caring for others can be seen every day
at the hospice and he leaves a lasting legacy that has touched the
lives of so many already and will continue to help many more for
years to come."
William Barnes, a member of the board of trustees, described Dr
Mott as the "driving force" behind the hospice. He added: "As a
trustee for many years he was always coming up with ideas for
developing services and raising funds. His gentle sense of humour
and his infectious enthusiasm were constantly in evidence while
he was dealing with patients, staff and supporters. We all owe so
much to him for the tremendous contribution that the hospice is
now able to make to our community."

said: "I have had the pleasure of knowing Terry from the
opening of the hospice. I remember fondly the weekends when
I was the ward sister and he came in to see patients. When I
think of Terry I think of his commitment and sense of humour."
Chris Wiltshire, who worked alongside Dr Mott for 15 years at
Ipswich Hospital, said: "Without Terry having the courage to
come to Ipswich in the early 1970s, I am not convinced we
would have retained a specialist oncology unit at Ipswich
Hospital. His single minded approach ensured that the unit had
some of the most up to date equipment in the country.
"The superb St Elizabeth Hospice we see today is also a
testament to his passionate and dogged perseverance to see an
uncompromisingly top rate symptom and continuing care for
east Suffolk. It is a measure of his profound humanity that he
always wanted the best care for his patients and their families."
Ian Turner, chairman of St Elizabeth Hospice’s Board of
Trustees, said: "To the end of their remarkable lives, both Terry
and Nick Ridley never once relinquished their enthusiasm and
support for St Elizabeth Hospice. "They both had the foresight
and intuition to encourage, advise and prompt the Board
without ever interfering. Despite his failing health, as our vice
president, Terry maintained a sharp and keen interest in the
hospice that he played such a massive part in founding and he
will be very sadly missed."
Sue Tunaley, head of executive office at the hospice, added:
"Terry was my late mother’s oncologist for many years,
eventually referring her to the hospice. I will always remember
him with great affection, on a personal level for the care he
gave my mother and as the founding father of St Elizabeth
Hospice."

Verity Jolly, director of patient services at St Elizabeth Hospice,
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We are frequently emailed in by alumni of St. Mary’s Hospital wishing to post about recent deaths
and
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to get in contact with former class fellows. Please do not hesitate in emailing us at
medgaz@imperial.ac.uk to publish an Obituary in the next edition of the Gazette.
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DR VOJIN SLIJVIC
BY MYER SALAMAN AND JOHN
WILLIAMSON
Vojin Sljivic, who died on 30 November 2021 at the age of 90, was
a much valued member of the Department of Immunology at St
Mary’s Hospital Medical School from 1969-1989. Vojin was born
in Yugoslavia, qualifying in medicine at the University of Belgrade
in 1957. Following National Service, he carried out research in
Belgrade into the effects of radiation on rodent antibody
responses, leading to a PhD. In 1964, and again in 1967, he came
to the UK to take up research posts at the Radiological Research
Unit at Harwell, pursuing his interest in radiation and the immune
response. In 1969 he was appointed by Leslie Brent, then the
newly appointed Professor of Immunology at St Mary’s, as a
lecturer in the department.
Vojin’s research interest at St Mary’s centred on the role of
macrophages in the innate and adaptive immune responses to
infection. He became a well known expert in this field, supervised
5 PhD students and published over 30 papers on the subject. He
was highly skilled in working with rodents, for example in
obtaining sterile and viable cells from tiny mouse lymph nodes. A
highlight was the demonstration of the T lymphocyte dependence
of macrophage activation, work that was published in the
prestigious Journal of Experimental Medicine in 1977.
Vojin played an active role in the teaching of medical students. In
those days immunology was taught as part of preclinical
pathology in the second year and of senior pathology in later
years. For some time he was the only medically qualified member
of staff in the Immunology Department and it fell to him to ensure
that the clinical content was appropriate.
In addition to these courses that contributed to their MBBS
qualification, students could opt to take an extra year, inserted
between the preclinical and clinical years, to obtain a BSc.
Originally the department offered one term of Immunology to be
combined with other choices to fill the year. In 1975, however, the
heads of Immunology, Bacteriology and Virology decided to
create a fully integrated one-year course ‘Infection and Immunity’,
but they could not agree on the time allocation for the different
disciplines. So Vojin (Immunology), Ivor Brown (Bacteriology) and
John Williamson (Virology) were appointed as ‘Three Wise Men’
to get the course off the ground. Using tact and diplomacy they
came up with a design that included a number of positive features
to assist student in-depth learning in this complex but vital area of
medicine. Students were welcomed both from St Mary’s and other
London medical schools.
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An important feature was a 12-week research project from
which a number of publications resulted, and several students
chose later to follow a research career. All three of the
triumvirate remained closely involved with the new course as
did many other staff members. The course continued for 25
years before being absorbed into the curriculum of the new
Imperial College School of Medicine.
In all his time at St Mary’s Vojin held the essential departmental
positions of Safety Officer and Radiation Protection Adviser as
well as being organiser of a regular program of lively
departmental seminars with outside speakers. In 1980, now
Reader in Immunology, he took on an additional Medical School
responsibility as Curator of the Huggett Laboratories. This is
where animals were housed and where a drastic reorganisation
was being undertaken. It proved a difficult and sensitive
assignment with many problems arising and staff redundancies
to be negotiated.
In all his endeavours Vojin was known for his kindness, his good
nature, his approachability, his willingness to engage in
discussion with anyone who had a matter of concern and his
wise counsel. He felt keenly the problems in his homeland that
led to the breakup of Yugoslavia
and was instrumental in setting up a charity, the BritishYugoslav Medical Association, to transport medical supplies to
the former Yugoslav republics.
In 1989 Vojin left St Mary’s to take up a post as Associate
Professor of Immunology at the United Arab Emirates
University in Al Ain, together with becoming Consultant
Immunologist at local hospitals. He enjoyed seven happy and
stimulating years there until his final retirement in 1996.
After retirement he returned to his London home but in 2017
he moved with his wife Maya to Greece to live with their elder
daughter. Maya died in June 2019 after 53 years of marriage.
He is survived by his two daughters, Sandra and Ana, and three
grandchildren, Lara, Audrey and Stefania.
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THE WESTMINSTER CHAPTER
BY DR BOB PHILLIPS
Westminster Alumnus 1971

The ICSM Westminster Chapter was founded in 2019 by
myself, Dr Bob Phillips, and Professor Robin Touquet to
consolidate the greatly improved profile of the Westminster
Hospital and Medical School which had been practically
erased during the mergers with Charing Cross in 1984 and St
Mary’s in 1998 to form Imperial College School of Medicine
(ICSM). This profile was further improved by the
Tercentenary Celebrations of the founding of Westminster
Hospital (founded in 1719), which were strongly supported
by ICSM and IC, in 2019 and we are very grateful for the
great help which both these institutions gave us then and
since the celebrations.
Through the Chapter, we will be organising eponymous
Westminster-based Awards for a whole variety of student
activities and there will be the opportunity of contributing to
one or other of these, probably at £25 per annum which is
the same as the annual fee for the Chapter. Indeed, it may be
that you and your colleagues might consider setting up your
own Award in honour of one of our many iconic
Westminster figures.

It may not surprise you to know that I shall be setting up the
first of these Awards in honour of John O’Driscoll, our most
famous Westminster International rugby star, who won 26
Caps for Ireland and 6 for the British Lions, and he is still the
Irish Representative on the International Rugby Board. He is
also the only player to have participated in all three
Westminster Cup wins in 1974, 75 and 82 and what massive
contributions these were in all these matches! It is rather
good news to be able to remind our St Mary’s friends that
we also have a three-initialled icon (JO’D) to match theirs
who is, of course, JPR! The John O’Driscoll Westminster
Award will be earned by the Imperial Medicals Rugby player
who has contributed most effectively during the previous
season based on loyalty and commitment to the Club
(playing only for Imperial Medicals), playing ability and
unselfish leadership. Other famous Westminster Characters
have been mentioned for such eponymous awards.
The Westminster has strong year groups which we think
should continue for as long as possible, and we hope that
they will report to our Chapter and we will help toto
communicate between these groups.
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The list of potential members for our chapter is just over 500 now and this group could well bring in a great deal of support for
Imperial Medical Students and their activities. The key feature of this enthusiastic positive response is the provision of an
eponymous Westminster Chapter as the vehicle for support.
In 2019, the ICSM Gazette placed special focus on Westminster Hospital to celebrate its 300-year anniversary. I hope that, with the
founding of the Westminster Chapter, we can continue to build on the legacy of one of ICSM’s constituent schools. I sincerely hope
that you will consider supporting and joining the Westminster Chapter. The larger the Chapter, the better able we will be to make a
substantial difference to the ongoing support of our successor medical students. Please spread the word as widely as possible to all
your Westminster family contacts and let us make this Chapter as successful as possible to keep the Westminster flame burning
brightly!
To join the Westminster Chapter, or to pose any queries and ideas you may have, I am very happy for you to contact me through
bobhphillips@hotmail.co.uk or our specific Westminster Chapter e-mail, which automatically connects with my personal e-mail:
westminster@icsmalumni.org.
Membership of the Chapter is £25 per annum paid by direct debit via www.icsmalumni.org/join
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BY GENEVIEVE TIMMINS
ORIGINALLY APPEARED IN
IMPERIAL NEWS.

Professor Gareth Tudor-Williams has retired
after a career spanning over three decades
in paediatric HIV research and care.
In his introduction to Professor Tudor-Williams’
2019 inaugural lecture, Professor Mike Levin
remarked: “I can't possibly count or remember the
number of countries and places that Gareth has
been. But the people here who work in paediatric
HIV will know that Gareth has travelled to far
ends of numerous countries around the world to
teach on HIV and to spread his clinical expertise
and knowledge.”
From tackling preventable illnesses in the foothills
of the Himalayas, to contributing to the
development of life-saving treatments during the
nadir of the US HIV/AIDS epidemic, Professor
Tudor-Williams has dedicated his career to
improving outcomes for children and young
people with infectious diseases around the world.
But, as it turns out, this was not quite what he
had in mind when starting out as a junior doctor.
“When I left medical school, I wasn’t sure what I
wanted to do – I thought I wanted to do adult
medicine,” he recalls.
“I ended up spending 18 months as a Senior
House Officer in general medicine down in
Exeter, and I fully expected the rest of my life to
be spent in the West Country because I
absolutely loved it.”

Taking a different track
Having enjoyed undergraduate paediatrics as a medical student, Professor Tudor-Williams moved to Bristol Children’s
Hospital “to see if paediatrics was more fun than adult medicine” and was soon hooked.
After undertaking broad training in paediatrics at hospitals around the UK, Professor Tudor-Williams decided to up sticks
from London to the Himalayas to work with Save the Children Fund in Nepal. It was this move, which saw him running a
mother and child health clinic for two years, that began to crystallise his interest in paediatric infectious diseases.
“If you're out in the middle hills of the Himalayas, two days walk from the nearest road, you realise that the buck stops with
you. You know you can't do an onward referral,” he explains. “We were seeing outbreaks of measles and whooping cough
and sporadic infant deaths from tetanus. All sorts of preventable illnesses were occurring all around me in this magnificent
but crushingly poor environment. The experience really focused my mind on the burden of infectious diseases in children in
low-income settings, and then I came back to a registrar job in Nottingham.”
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Amongst other rotations, Professor Tudor-Williams worked
for Nottingham’s regional oncology service, which involved
treating children with acute lymphoblastic leukaemia, an
aggressive form of cancer that affects the white blood cells.
“We were really good at getting our patients into remission
from their leukaemia but really bad at diagnosing the
opportunistic infections that subsequently killed them.”
“We were looking at lung biopsies post-mortem and
realising that we just desperately needed better tools to be
able to diagnose and treat these infections. It gave me a new
perspective of infectious diseases in immunocompromised
children.”
Professor Tudor-Williams went on to join Richard Moxon at
the University of Oxford to run the first trial of a conjugate
vaccine for H. influenzae type b (Hib) invasive disease – a
bacterial infection that can cause a number of serious
illnesses, particularly in young children. This work laid the
foundations for the introduction of routine immunisation
against Hib in UK infants in 1992.
Tackling HIV infection in children
In the late eighties, as the US HIV/AIDS epidemic was
emerging, Professor Tudor-Williams relocated to the States
to specialise in HIV infection in children. In June 1981, the
first person with AIDS had been admitted to the Clinical
Center at the National Institutes of Health (NIH), where
Professor Tudor-Williams would later work. However, it
would be six more years before US President Ronald Regan
publicly addressed the domestic AIDS crisis. Between the
first reported cases in 1981 to 1988, HIV/AIDS had become
the third leading cause of death among US men 25-44 years
of age and, by 1989, was estimated to be second, surpassing
heart disease, cancer, suicide, and homicide.
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“At the time, in the dominant literature coming out of the
United States, people with HIV were being characterised
by ‘the four Hs’: homosexuality, haemophilia, Haitian
origin, and high-risk behaviours (either commercial sex or
IV drug use). There was very little focus on children.”
Professor Tudor-Williams spent his first two years in the
States as a Fellow at Duke University. There, he worked
alongside Cathy Wilfert and Sam Katz, who were treating
the first cohort of children in the world to receive the antiHIV drug called AZT (zidovudine). He undertook
pharmacokinetic studies of AZT in infants, which provided
the dosing information for the pivotal ACTG 076 trial,
published in the New England Journal of Medicine in 1994.
This
randomised
controlled
trial
unexpectedly
demonstrated that AZT given to mothers and their infants
reduced mother-to-child transmission of HIV from 25 per
cent to 8 per cent.
Professor Tudor-Williams then spent three years at the
National Institutes of Health as a Visiting Scientist and
Attending Physician with Philip Pizzo, whose team
pioneered the use of continuous infusion of AZT in
children with HIV in 1988, which at the time represented
a significant step forward in treating infection.
“The academic element of what we were doing was
absolutely crucial to not burning out,” Professor TudorWilliams says.
“If I was just simply trying to deliver care day after day to a
cohort of very sick children with really poor drugs then I
would have burned out years ago. But, if you are part of a
program of rolling research that incrementally improves
the outcome – you can see it, you can feel it, you know
that progress is happening. Every five years you can
reflect and say, ‘wow, we've come a long way’, and over
the past 30 years we really have. The vast majority of
children born today with HIV will make it through
childhood to adulthood if there’s the political will.”
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A new chapter at Imperial
While working on various trials for new HIV medicines at
the NIH, Professor Tudor-Williams was recruited by
Imperial’s Professor Mike Levin and Dr Sam Walters,
relocating to St Mary’s Hospital in 1994.
“Mike had the vision to realise that we could be a centre for
looking after children with HIV, and indeed their families. I
came back and helped to set up the family clinic at St
Mary’s, and we've looked after one of the largest cohorts of
HIV infected children in Western Europe.”
Since joining Imperial, Professor Tudor-Williams has also
played a major role in undergraduate education at the
College, co-directing the Paediatrics course with Professor
Mitch Blair for ten years. He received a prestigious ICSM
Distinguished Teacher Award in 2017, which recognises
individuals who have continuously delivered outstanding
teaching over and beyond expectations.
In addition to playing a leading role as a member of Penta
(Paediatric European Network for Treatment of AIDS) –
now a large-scale international collaboration for paediatric
infectious disease research – Professor Tudor-Williams was
also the founding Chair of CHIVA (Children’s HIV
Association), which aims to enhance the health and social
wellbeing of children and young people living with HIV in
the UK and Ireland. Its sister initiative, CHIVA Africa, was
launched in 2004 to build the capacity of healthcare
professionals treating children with HIV in South Africa,
particularly in the hard-hit region of KwaZulu-Natal. Here,
Professor Tudor-Williams has worked with Oxford’s
Professor Philip Goulder to investigate why, in rare cases,
children with HIV infection are “natural long-term slowprogressors”, meaning that they do not develop AIDS during
childhood.

"I JUST KNOW WE HAVE TO GO ON
ADVOCATING FOR THESE CHILDREN.”
PROFESSOR GARETH TUDOR-WILLIAMS

In recent years, Professor Tudor-Williams has also worked
with WHO and UNICEF in the Sindh Province of Pakistan,
where hundreds of children tested positive for HIV in 2019,
largely as a result of unsafe reuse of injection needles. Sadly,
little has changed in the two years since news of the
outbreak gained international attention.
“Frankly, what is happening there now is still unacceptable,”
he says.
“Obviously, COVID has not helped, but health care services
are not getting the support they need. The doctors who can
help are not being treated well - it's a very, very difficult
situation. More than 1500 children are known to have been
infected with HIV and other blood-borne viruses. New cases
are continuing to be identified. I just know we have to go on
advocating for these children.”
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A legacy of survivors
Despite witnessing first-hand the persistent and fatal impact
of ignorance and stigma attributed to HIV, it’s clear that
Professor Tudor-Williams remains hopeful when it comes to
the future of the field.
“In HIV research, there are some really exciting
opportunities on the horizon. The cure agenda is going to
dominate the scientific work over the next ten years, and
we're beginning to reach that point. We will be treating HIV
very differently in ten years’ time. Right now, for young
people living with HIV, distributing the best tolerated and
most effective drugs to children in low- and middle-income
countries and training health care personnel to give them is
the priority, and that's a work-in-progress.”
However, when it comes to acknowledging his own role in
the progress of the last thirty years, he is quick to
characterise himself as a minor figure in HIV’s history,
referencing Spike Milligan’s book – ‘Adolf Hitler: My Part in
His Downfall’.
“The proudest achievement of my career has been the work
I’ve done around HIV in children. I've witnessed the
advances in managing HIV infection acquired in infancy,
from mostly ending in death by the age of five, to young
people moving forwards into their adult lives. If they make it
into young adulthood, they will probably have a life
expectancy that is not dissimilar to yours or mine. That is a
completely extraordinary achievement that I don't take
credit for, but it’s one that I participated in by supporting a
myriad of research projects that have gone on over the
years.”
It seems important to note, then, that Professor TudorWilliams’ own modest account of his impact is altogether
different from the one given by his former patient, Sasha.
Closing his inaugural lecture two years ago, Sasha –
diagnosed with HIV aged five, now thriving with a family of
her own – put it simply: “If it wasn’t for Gareth, there’s no
way I would be here today. And I’m not the only survivor –
I’m one of many.”
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WELLBEING
BY IBTIDA CHOWDHURY
Coming to university can be a daunting experience for
many; it is a time of adjustment to a new lifestyle, a
period where you take on additional responsibilities and a
phase in which you are forced to deal with newly found
independence. Prior to university, numerous students
would have been sheltered from the many aspects of
adult/student life due to the catering of their parents;
many of us would not have had to worry about our next
meal, or how to effectively manage our work and social
balance or our finances. Taking all of these new problems
into account, it is inevitable that such a drastic change can
have a profound impact on the wellbeing of a multitude
of individuals.
When it comes to our wellbeing it is important that we do
not neglect the mental health aspect and that we set it on
an equal playing field alongside our physical health. It is
our duty as future healthcare professionals to help reduce
the stigmatism surrounding mental illnesses. It’s important
to keep in mind that just because an illness is not visible
doesn’t mean that it is not there and that the current
climate with COVID has caused an increased prevalence
in mental health issues meaning that our support and
consideration is needed now more than ever. Due to the
relative concealed nature of mental health and wellbeing
issues it is a must that universities have a strong stable
support network in place for their students.
Studying at a world class institute such as Imperial,
despite being a privilege, comes with its challenges and
difficulties especially when tackling a course such as
medicine. Anxiety, depression, and imposter syndrome
are some of the many obstacles that many medical
students face; the high academic pressures, being
surrounded by driven students with competitive flares
and the never-ending workload will undoubtedly have a
substantial cumulative effect on us students. However,
hope is not lost, Imperial boasts a huge wellbeing support
network with a plethora of services aiding students in
several issues. It is important to understand that the
university stands with us rather than against us when it
comes to our wellbeing needs, this is reflected in the
accumulation of support resources seen in the student
support zone.

Imperial offers counselling, in person as well as remote, to
help students in combatting issues ranging from anxiety to
grief. Although the initial waiting time to be seen is quite a
wait, Imperial remedies this by services such as
‘SilverCloud’, an online CBT platform offering self-help
psychoeducational programmes as well as more self-help
strategies via its ‘Kind Mind’ video series. The mental
health advice centre also arranges events and workshops
catering to the self-development of students regarding
helping them fight issues such as procrastination to social
anxiety. Imperial also takes a holistic stance towards their
students’ wellbeing; the disability advisory services allow
students to undertake diagnostic assessments and if
deemed suitable students will be able to be supported by
services such as study mentoring.
As the Year 1 wellbeing representative, I have witnessed
how the college also allows students to play an active role
in changing the university's approach to wellbeing and its
services. From the collection of data in termly surveys,
year representatives are given the opportunity to present
the results and campaign for change in termly meetings
called the SSLGs. It is utmost important that we take
advantage of such opportunities and really advocate for
the essential changes that are required to make university
life easier for all students.
University can be an isolating place at times but the fact
that there is always someone to talk to or receive help
from remains - from your own peers, personal tutors and
even the unions own advice centre can all form a good
support network. Despite the myriad of help provided by
Imperial's support network, usually students themselves
will be their peers first point of support. Therefore it is
prominent that we cater to the needs of our friends with
consideration.
A knock on your flatmate’s door, a brief 5-minute
conversation or a simple ‘are you okay?’ can mean a lot to
a person. We should keep in mind that at university we
are on a journey with people from all walks of life, each
with different life stories to share and their own unique
battles with their wellbeing. Hence, we should be aware
that certain individuals are more likely to be susceptible to
mental health issues and that it is better to try to
understand rather than dismissively judge.
To finish off, as medical students we spend a significant
amount of time learning to benefit the health of others,
but we should make sure that we are not compromising
our own and that we seek help at the earliest stages of our
issues. At Imperial, we are a community of aspiring
doctors and consequently we should aim to be altruistic
when it comes to taking care of one our members.
Remember that an open ear and mind along with the
willingness to listen and understand can go a long way for
a person who is struggling.
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Take a quick break from reading
articles and try to spot the difference!
There are 10 differences between the
photos. Can you spot them all?
This photo was taken by:
Kenton Kwok
3rd Year Physics
Follow his Instagram @kurnturn
to
al pho
Origin
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The Piccadilly Line of South Kensington
Station has been closed since February
2021 to replace the escalators operating
between the ticket hall and Piccadilly
line platforms.
The new escalators will be installed with
cutting edge UV light sanitising devices,
in line with efforts to keep services safe
for everyone.
At last, it is due to be reopened soon in
Summer 2022.

cheating!
Answers below. No
ANSWERS
1. The underground sign is blue instead of red.
2. The upper outfacing wall of the station is relatively cleaner.
3. The 'coffee' sign from More Than Just Subs is missing.
4. The pigeon near the bottom has mysteriously disappeared.
5. The Piccadilly line colour has changed from blue to brown.
6. The 'and' is missing between the Metropolitan/District sign.
7. The 'T' has changed to 'F' in the left upper '...olitan' sign.
8. The blue door frame has become red on the left side.
9. The top right window is completely covered by brown
board.
10. There is a missing white structure on the roof of the upper
right building.
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MED IC MASTERCLASS
BY CATE GOLDWATER-BREHENY
When I first suggested signing up to medical education masterclasses over the
summer, people were skeptical. After a long year of university, wouldn’t it be
better to have some time off? Why medical education over a paying job or maybe
a scientific internship?
And I confess, I was perhaps a little skeptical too. But it only took five minutes to
sign up, and then I had the rest of term to worry about. As it turned out, that was
five minutes incredibly well spent.
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A couple of months later, I was signing into the first Medical
Education Innovation and Research Centre (MEdIC) Masterclass on
Zoom. I’d seen the timetable – two weeks of three-hour online
sessions with intriguing titles, like ‘professional identity’ - but a
frisson of anticipation was still there. After all, I’d originally signed
up as I wanted to know more about academic medical education and
what that might mean for my future – but it’s not a topic you hear
about in medical school. What if I hated it?
My fears were unfounded: the first session quickly sucked me in.
After a year of adapting to the new learning environment of medical
school, it was fascinating to learn more about how it all works.
Understanding the level of thought that goes into what and how we
learn was refreshing and helped me make sense of my own journey
so far.
One session on professional identity development explored how
medical education doesn’t just teach us facts – it also has to make us
into certain kinds of people, doctors, who can manage situations
most people would run a mile from. Centering the discussion on who
we learn to be, rather than just what we learn, helped me to
appreciate the softer skills we gain from medical school.
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Similarly, it wasn’t just what I learnt from the masterclasses that made the experience so interesting; it was also
who I met. Each session followed a similar format: after an introductory presentation, we’d split into breakout
rooms to discuss as a group. For me, getting to meet other medical students, from an incredible variety of
backgrounds, was incredible. I hadn’t appreciated the sheer diversity in how medical students across the U.K. were
taught and each conversation was eye-opening. Hearing from students across the country helped us compare
good practice and critique bad, while offering meaningful suggestions for improvement based on what our own
schools had to offer.
The value of conversation with my peers struck me the most in the
session on diversity and inclusivity. It is easy to think that nothing
can be changed when you haven’t heard about excellent practice in
other medical schools. Discussing with others exposed me to new
challenges, such as the need to support students on widening
participation initiatives after as well as before starting medical
school and re-invigorated my thinking on those I faced daily.
Talking to other queer medical students in the masterclasses
brought home the lack of LGBTQ+ visibility in medical education
and made me more determined to tackle the issues we face
together. As a group, we decided we wanted to propose a project
centering LGBTQ+ experiences to MEdIC’s research project
competition.
Carrying on our medical education journey through the project
competition, even after the two weeks were finished, meant that
the masterclasses took on a deeper meaning. We were practicing
what we preached. It also meant that I was keeping in touch with
other students and building friendships that would not have been
possible without MEdIC.
After doing our own research, we were shocked to realise that most
medical schools do not collect routine data on medical student’s
sexuality, gender identity or romantic orientation. We felt that it
was important for us to be able to stand up and be counted, so that
schools could recognise their queer cohorts and be motivated to
support them. We therefore proposed a survey project to collect
this data to MEdIC.

We were delighted to get to the interview phase of the competition, and even more delighted to learn that we had
been successful. Taking part in the masterclasses not only gave me an insight into how medical education can be
improved and evolve – it's also giving me a chance to be directly involved in that process. I can’t wait to see what
happens next.
All in all, I'm glad I decided to waste my summer on the masterclasses.
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RESITS
BY CATE GOLDWATER-BREHENY
Waiting for your first set of medical school exam
results is always a stressful time. As the first cohort to
sit planned online open-book exams, which were
apparently ‘harder’ than normal to make up for the
format, we really didn’t know what to expect. Pressure
ramped up as the date drew closer, but we all took
comfort from the idea that ‘barely anyone’ had failed
in the year above us, who also sat online and openbook exams.
It turned out, however, that the year above was a
statistical abnormality. While I was delighted to have
passed all my first year exams, it became increasingly
apparent as the day went on that many of my peers
hadn’t. While at the start of second year it was made
clear by faculty that the number of failures was in line
with previous years – the year above us had been the
abnormality – it was a shock after expecting that only
very few people might fail.
There was a rapid turnaround for anyone resitting,
with a second set of exams scheduled with only a few
weeks’ notice. There seemed to be little support
available. As so few people had resat last year, there
was no pre-existing peer resit support to draw on.
Compared to the array of revision lectures, mock
exams, and official formatives on offer when preparing
for the first sit, there seemed to be no new support for
people resitting, even though this is more stressful.
Students may have only a few weeks to rethink their
entire revision style.
I had been fortunate to be part of the Medical
Education society’s team producing the year 1 peer
mock exams that April, and I wondered if it was
possible for us to do more. I spoke with my friends who
were also part of the mock team and we decided to try
and get involved.
We began by sending out a survey to students who were
resitting in year 1 to assess the scale of the issue and ask
what support might be most helpful. We received over 60
responses in 48 hours, showing the demand was clearly
there. A majority of respondents requested a second
mock exam to help with their revision.

Producing full-length mock exams in two weeks was
sadly not possible, and we worked hard to find an
alternative. We eventually decided to produce two
mini-mocks focusing on areas students identified as
challenging, and ran two webinars which gave
students an opportunity to sit the exams under
exam conditions, before discussing the answers.
Ironically, I became busier after exam results, as this
was no mean organisational feat. Co-ordinating with
multiple people across exams to share out
questions, finding times for the webinar, and
advertising the event took up a good chunk of my
life for those two weeks.
Nonetheless it was worth it. We received some
lovely feedback from attendees, and higher turnout
than I was expecting. What really sold it for me was
being approached and thanked at the start of year 2.
I feel that peer resit support is especially important
as students who are resitting are often ‘forgotten’.
Their friends are celebrating their results and
preparing to enjoy the summer, societies are on
summer break, and, understandably, resit support is
likely no-one's main priority with the August sun
shining. Students who resit, on average, are still less
likely to pass than compared to first sitting pass
rates.
Hopefully, I plan to continue this resit support
scheme in 2022, and embed resit support as a core
part of MedEd’s provision. As medical students, we
are often told that it’s impossible to get through
without failing at least one exam – we need more
support and openness around resit.

MUSLIM MEDICS ANNUAL DINNER
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BY MINA ABDUL HUSSEIN
Muslim Medics is a student-led society established in
1998. MM provides educational, social and welfare
support to the medical school students. This year has
been our biggest social year; following the pandemic
and multiple lockdowns MM was excited to launch its
social year with our freshers’ fortnight events. This
comprised of mingles, games nights and panel talks.
Following the success of said events, we began to plan
our biggest social event - the Muslim Medics Annual
Dinner.
The Annual Dinner is by far our largest social event of
the year; this is an opportunity for us as a society to
wave goodbye to our final years who will graduate and
become doctors. In previous years our dinners have
expected up to 80 guests; this year we were incredibly
proud to have sold over 160 tickets. We hosted our
dinner at the grand Shannon Suite at the Copthorne
Tara Hotel. The evening was full of emotion, laughter
and joy.
Our president, Hamza Ikhlaq gave emotional speeches
thanking previous committee members as well as
sending off our final years with heart-warming
messages. We were honoured to welcome back a
previous Muslim Medics president, Adeela Ashraf,
who provided some personal insight into life after
university and what to expect.

It was a wholesome evening full of spiritual reminders,
enchanting entertainment and delicious foods. In the
planning of this event, we were thankful to work with
an incredible team of caterers, Sultan Caterers, as well
as many independent dessert companies.
We are thankful to everyone who came and grateful to
the incredible committee behind this event. We wish our
future doctors all the best and hope to see them succeed
in their post-university pursuits.

THE BRITISH EMPIRE'S RELATIONSHIP
TO EMPIRICAL RESEARCH
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BY GAYATHRI THIVYAA
Taste these words on your tongue: Empire. Empirical data.
Ever connected the two? Ever wondered whether these
words were embroiled by more than similar syllables?
If your education system was anything like mine in the
UK, then colonial history was probably strategically
absent from the classroom. The implicit lesson behind this
active omittance was, of course, that colonialism is an
ancient artefact, unworthy of review and disconnected
from our present. With such a message being
subconsciously marketed to us – that the world’s
problems today (from poverty to climate change) are
spontaneous and apparently not caused by centuries of
slicing up and enslaving other countries – it is not
surprising if you had not thought twice about the empire’s
relationship to empirical science. The thing is, if we are to
be decent doctors, it is simply unacceptable to sit
contently with the abysmal coloniality of the medical
curriculum. Instead, it is absolutely vital that we take
matters into our own hands and critically reflect on how
colonialism has impacted and continues to mar modern
medicine. (Admittedly this is beyond the scope of a
Gazette article, so here I shall briefly review two aspects
of coloniality behind scientific research.)
As medics of ICSM, we are taught that empirical science is
the epitome of knowledge. This was probably the lure
behind your application to Imperial – for its ‘cutting edge
research’. Empiricism is touted as the closest thing to the
truth, regardless of the fact that it is brought to us by
confusing stats and obscure maths. Medicine, in turn,
rests upon this empiricism, with pretty much all forms of
disease management undergoing this vigorous method of
knowledge collection.
To some extent, this seems perfectly plausible. Would I
want to take a drug that I’m not sure will work? Probably
not. Would I want to engage in a form of treatment that
might be a scam? Most definitely not. Thus, it makes
sense that we come up with universal forms of knowledge
collection that can be applied to test any hypothesis and
yield ‘proper’ results. This is the secular path that an ‘idea’
must take in order to become ‘fact’. At its surface then,
there appears to be no problem with empirical science.

Such perfection, however, is an illusion. The problem is
that if such an extensive method of testing is required
to validate knowledge, it automatically devalues any
form of knowledge that has not been scrutinized in this
way, and indeed cannot be scrutinized in this way (for
example, because of lack of access to academic
education in areas where this knowledge resides). Most
notably affected by this knowledge hierarchy is
indigenous knowledge, and indigenous methods of
healing. I am not arguing that all forms of anecdotal
knowledge are true - indeed, many were once
convinced that the world was flat – however it is worth
reflecting on who gets to have a voice, and whose voice
gets stifled by the knowledge hierarchies created by
empiricism. It is also worth thinking about the
colonially-rooted power hierarchies upon which these
knowledge hierarchies are founded.
Consider, for example, the centuries old tradition of
yohasanam (yoga) and thyaanam (meditation).
Yohasanam and thyaanam are indigenous practices of
India and Northern Sri Lanka, both of which were
countries colonized by the British Empire. Before
European capitalism recently decided to commercialise
these ancient practices, they were ridiculed by
biomedicine as being ‘backwards’. This belittlement
coincided with the British Empire’s belief that colonized
countries must be divided up and centralised for
administrative ‘development’ purposes. Thus, we see
that the colonial ideology of devaluing indigenous ways
of life has also infected the medical lens. The role of
‘alternative medicine’ is not allowed to be recognised
unless a certain population of humans – historically, the
white elite - have translated these practices into English
and scrutinized them through ‘empirical’ research.

Another pertinent example is the US Department of Agriculture’s
attempt to patent the neem tree in 1995 – a medicinal herb which
has been used for centuries throughout Sri Lanka and India. Again,
this example illustrates how empirical knowledge is not, in fact,
some newly discovered ‘truth’, but rather is fundamentally curated
by certain ethnic groups from certain positions of privilege.
This latter point about racialised privileges is crucial, for it highlights
another dimension of coloniality to empiricism: the history of
research itself. Whilst Imperial loves to stroke its own ego by
parading its scientific research, never once has it stopped to
acknowledge the undigestible fact that scientific research began as a
tool to build the British empire. Measuring skulls of African people
and conducting experiments on Amazonian tribes were some of the
first forms of ‘science’. These early medical experiments were used
to justify colonisation, by providing ‘evidence’ for the apparent
‘inferiority’ of colonised people. Apparently, darker skin and smaller
brain sizes (apparently all non-whites had smaller brains?) meant
stupidity and primitiveness. Indeed, Darwin’s theory of evolution
was another aspect of science used to argue that non-whites were in
lower stages of evolution in comparison to Caucasians, thus again
self-justifying colonization and centuries of slavery.
Although today’s empirical research is far from such monstrosity, it
is questionable whether science has stopped enforcing racism.
Arguably, racism and racialised medicine continues through the
sheer lack of research on marginalised populations, the selective
ignorance of the effect of racism on health, and the use of the
homogenizing terms, such as ‘BAME’. Even the lack of staff from
marginalised backgrounds, and the lack of teaching on racism in the
medical curriculum, are other forms by which historically racialised
power hierarchies continue to manifest within medicine.
Thus, we see that empirical science cannot be divorced from the
appalling legacy of the British empire. If modern science is to have
any point today, it must work vehemently to tackle the racism it has
historically been entrenched in. If Imperial, too, wishes to remain a
leading centre for life-changing research, then it must do more than
remove its slogan about supporting the British Empire. Finally, as
future doctors, we must make it our duty to call out on racism,
reflect on the colonial power structures that perpetuate within
medicine, and spend some time thinking about the history of
medicine, so as to not let those mistakes linger on.
There is good reason why the word imperialism is so harrowing. But
let us not allow its etymological link to Imperial dictate the future of
the medical science that we take out into the world beyond medical
school.
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The question of refugees is always a topical if not
controversial one, given even more relevance today
by the continuing migrant crisis and the situation in
Afghanistan. Refugees have come to the British isles
for almost as long as mankind has been settled here
and have made immeasurable contributions to British
life and identity, whether they were to settle
permanently or to return to their homelands once it
was safe to do so. In the First World War, Britain
offered sanctuary to Belgian refugees, many of whom
were initially housed at Olympia by the Metropolitan
Asylums Board before moving on elsewhere including
to Birtley in County Durham which effectively
became a Belgian munitions town with Belgian
policemen. Most of the Belgian refugees returned
home after the war. A smaller but still significant
group of Great War refugees was of young Serbian
men and boys supported by the Serbian Relief Fund.
One of these refugees, Djurdge Dimitrijevic, was to
study medicine at St Mary’s.
Djurdge Dimitrijevic was born on 29 October 1896 in Kragujevac, the son of
Gavrilo Dimitrijevic. He was educated at Kragujevac Gymnasium, the oldest
established secondary school in Serbia, but his education was to be
interrupted by the outbreak of the First World War. Called up for military
service, he was wounded during the retreat from the Kosovo plain of the
remnants of the Serbian army in November and December 1915 across the
Albanian mountains to the Adriatic coast. The retreating army faced a rough
terrain, harsh winter weather and aerial bombardment from Austrian planes.
Between November 1915 and January 1916, during the journey across the
mountains, 77,455 soldiers and 160,000 civilians froze, starved to death,
died of disease or were killed by enemy action in what came to be called the
Albanian Golgotha. The survivors who reached the Adriatic were evacuated
to Corfu, but many were so weakened that they died after their rescue.
Djura Dimitrijevic or Dimitrijevitch, as he was to be known more informally
at St Mary’s, was invalided out of the army. Unfit for further military service,
his salvation was to come from the Serbian Relief Fund.
Formed in 1914, the Serbian Relief Fund, dependent upon voluntary
contributions, had sent voluntary hospital units to Serbia and had carried out
relief work with the survivors of the great retreat. It now turned its attention
to the welfare and education of displaced Serbian youth who could rebuild
their country after the war. The Serbian Legation in London declared that
‘our chief aim in bringing Serbian youths over to Great Britain was to save as
many of them as we could for the future in our country and to educate them
here, if they were promising, or to train them in commerce or other trades.’
The British in turn hoped to foster goodwill between the two countries and
boost British influence in the region in any post-war settlement. Between
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as possible from the Serbian Relief Fund, eager to save money
and soon itself to be wound up. There was no possibility of any
extension being allowed to his funding so that he could gain a
better qualification. Yet he was able to return to St Mary’s and
able to go on to do some research in 1926-27 in the
bacteriological laboratories of Almroth Wright’s Inoculation
Department before finally returning to the new Kingdom of
Serbs, Croats and Slovenes which in 1929 became Yugoslavia

Despite having been invalided out of the Serbian army and
indeed sent to Britain in 1916 because of his unfitness for
further military service, Dimitrijevic now began a career as a
naval surgeon in the Royal Yugoslav Navy based in the Adriatic
It was a service dominated by Croatian and Slovenian naval
personnel, which was not surprising considering that Serbia
had been landlocked before the war. As a Serbian, Dimitrijevic
once again found himself navigating different cultural
traditions. Catholic Croatia rather than Orthodox Serbia was
henceforth to be his home,, especially after his marriage into a
prominent Croatian family. In 1931 he was working at the
military hospital in Zagreb.
He was to rise to the rank of colonel and for a time was a
research worker on behalf of the Yugoslav War Office. By
1934 he was director of the department of hygiene and
epidemiology at the naval hospital at Hercegnovi. His
publications included articles on ‘Harrison and Wyler’s
methods of Wasserman Reaction’ and on the ‘Food problems
of the Army’ in the Belgrade Review of Military Medicine in
1933, and on Yugoslav naval medicine in 1945 and on deep sea
diving for the Yugoslav Sailor in 1946.

A glimpse into Djura Dimitrijevic’s life back in inter-war
Yugoslavia is given in an unattributed article entitled ‘An
experience in the Adriatic’ in the April 1926 issue of St Mary’s
Hospital Gazette. A Mary’s man, who had left the hospital at
around the time Dimitrijevic had become a student there, had
met a local anglophile nobleman and sailing enthusiast, Count
Antun Pavlovic, at the palace of Diocletian while on an Easter
cruise around the Adriatic. After leading them on a tour of
Split, the hospitable Toni Pavlovic had insisted that the four
people in the tourist group return with him for afternoon tea at
his house to meet his 23 year old daughter Justina and his sonin-law who lived with him. The walls of the room in which they
were entertained were hung with college group photographs
from Magdalen and the bookcases contained the standard
English medical text books of the time. It was not long before
the son-in-law, Captain Dimitrjevic, and the author of the
article had established that they were both Mary’s Men, with
lots in common to discuss. The guests were accompanied back
to their ship by their hosts, laden with flowers from the palazzo
garden. The author of the article was impressed by such kind
hospitality, which gave him a positive view of a country where
‘the past is thrown off and the present and future lie in the
hands of a capable and admirable people.’ It was an optimistic
view, one that the history of Yugoslavia in the twentieth
century was bitterly to mock.

Dimitrijevic was again to experience war and the occupation of
his homeland for the second time in his lifetime during the
Second World War. After the war the Navy of the socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia was based on the wartime
partisan naval forces and the traditions and customs of the
Royal Yugoslav Navy were now out of favour and forgotten. As
a former refugee, Dimitrijevic was again in the all too familiar
position of having to adjust to new and changing circumstances
over which he had no real control. Living and working in Tito’s
Yugoslavia, moving from Hercegnovi back to his wife’s
birthplace Split in 1955, he still retained his sense of a close
link with Britain, his refuge in an earlier war, and maintained
his medical registration in Britain and entry in the Medical
Directory until his death in 1961 although the post war
political situation prevented international travel. His life
reflected the turbulence and upheaval of the first half of the
twentieth century in Central Europe.
Djura Dimitrijevic had no problems in passing his finals at
Oxford and gaining his BA in the summer of 1920 despite
having arrived with little or no knowledge of the English
language only four years earlier. For his clinical studies in
medicine he moved in October 1920 to St Mary’s Hospital
Medical School, and continued to be funded by the Serbian
Relief Fund which paid his fees and provided the means for his
food, lodgings and clothing. His academic progress was
monitored by his sponsors and everything he possessed came
from a charity to which he was beholden; even the clothes he
wore had been passed on to him rather than being of his own
choice and taste. He had to live economically during his time at
Mary’s within the parameters set by the Serbian Relief Fund. St
Mary’s at that time prided itself on being one of the least
expensive of the London medical schools.
ADjurdge Dimitrijevic and his fellow Serbs were acceptable
wartime refugees. There was not an overwhelming number of
them and they did not represent a threat to available
employment. Indeed many of them helped out with farm work
during the wartime summers, which they did. They were
expected to go home to help rebuild their own nation once the
war ended and they did. There was also wartime affection for
gallant Serbia, an ally in the fight against German and AustroHungarian imperialism. The Serbian Relief Fund enjoyed crossparty support from both left and right of politics, despite some
inevitable hostility from less open minded and less empathetic
quarters suspicious of all foreigners and from government
officials and politicians concerned about any charges that may
have fallen on the public purse. Generally the Serbs were hard
working, polite and well educated, willing to adapt to the
customs of their new country and quick to learn the language.
They were also respectable in appearance even if they were
wearing suits given to them in acts of charity. They did not
arrive in rags or with a different skin colour. Dimitrijevic was
fresh faced, personable, educated and well-groomed which
gave him a certain acceptability. His plight, though, was no
different from that of all too many modern day refugees who
have not been given so warm a welcome. Dimitrijevic’s
experience shows what refugees offered asylum could achieve
given the opportunities, despite, or perhaps because of, the
problems they had had to overcome.

KEVIN BROWN

SPECIAL FEATURE:
THE GAZETTE THROUGH THE AGES
BY ABI MAHENDRAN
SPECIAL THANKS TO KEVIN BROWN
This year, in the Gazette, we are looking to place a special focus on each of our constituent schools. In this issue, we are
showcasing some past issues of the St Mary's Hospital Gazette, from the very first issue in 1865, all the way through to the
very last issue, in 1998!
Some of our readers may remember reading these issues (although, presumably, nobody remembers the one below). Perhaps
some of you may have even written the articles we have selected - feel free to contact us if you are one of these writers for a
special mention on our upcoming social media posts!
Special thanks go to Kevin Brown, the Archivist at St Mary's, who helped me find these gold-mines of content.

We begin with the first EVER St Mary's
Hospital Gazette, published in January
1865 and appears to be far, far more
medically focused than our current
publication.
I was particularly intrigued to find that
the Gazette used to be a paid magazine
- whilst I am a little pained to be giving
up this opportunity to become slightly
less financially inadequate, I am sure
that the fact that we are now a free
magazine is, in fact, for the greater
good...
I will gladly attribute the fact that we
are also no longer a monthly publication
to this costlessness.
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100 years ago, the Gazette was more
than just a place for students and
alumni to express their thoughts.
Here are what I can only assume to be
some advertisements, though I cannot
for the life of me find any prices on
them.
I believe this is the part of the Gazette
that I would probably have skipped,
leaving me completely instrument-less
on wards and theatres.
I could not imagine having to pay for the
tools to give one a proper education.
Paying £9000 a year for lectures and a
free "surgeons' instruments" kit is, of
course, far more reasonable...
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This edition, from 1972, describes the St Mary's Rugby Club's successful UH cup run from 1972. The keen-eyed among you will notice
some familiar names, legends of the Club, including, of course, that of JPR Williams. Whilst the winds of fortune have not been so kind to
IMRFC, of late, I am sure that a UH win is coming sometime soon.
I was especially delighted by the slanderous banner held up by Mary's in their game against Bart's - so simple, yet so effective. With the
possibility of a Football UH final vs Bart's at the end of this month, do not be surprised to see the return of this banner.
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Speaking of the Football Club, here is a
report of the pre-season Tenerife Tour
that the boys went on in 1997. I must
say, it doesn't quite compare to
Birmingham 2020+1...
It is interesting to note that the Club
managed to take two teams on a trip
abroad to play a whole tournament fast-forward to modern times and we
sometimes struggle to find 11 players
to turn up for a Saturday game against
GKT or St George's.

Abseiling down St Mary's Hospital sounds
like an excellent RAG week activity - perhaps
one to bring back, though I fear modern
health and safety restrictions would not
allow it.

24 years ago, the final St Mary's Gazette was
published. After 133 years of ongoing
publications and memories, this publication
became known as the ICSM Gazette, the very
magazine you are reading today.
With luck, we will be making these memories
and issues for decades to come, and perhaps,
some day, one of these editions will make it
into a "Gazette through the ages" piece.

In the next issue, we will attempt to find old
editions of the Charing Cross Gazette and
Westminster Broadway - if you have any
knowledge of how we may access them,
please contact us!
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Down
1) Cardiac embolism, 2) Ligate, 3) Nerve, 4) Caustic,
5) A question, 6) Cyanosis, 7) Simple glaucomas, 10)
Hess, 14) Rheumatic, 16) Entitled, 18) Echo, 19)
Implant, 20) Intern, 23) The ID

Across
1) Colonic infarcts, 8) Rigorous, 9) Cut arm, 11) In
theatre, 12) Stool, 13) Uric, 15) Soiling, 17) Meniere,
19) Ions, 21) Opium, 22) Hypotonic, 24) Islets, 25)
Late term, 26) Medical students

cheating!
Answers below. No

Check out this crossword we dug
out from the shelves of 1972,
created by Mike Greenwood. The
theme is Hippocrates, also known as
the father of modern medicine. Can
you complete this 50-year old
crossword?

HIPPOCRATES
CROSSWORD
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WORLD ANTIMICROBIAL
AWARENESS WEEK 2021
BY JULIET ALIBONE AND DR. ESMITA CHARANI
18th of November marked the start of
2021’s World Antimicrobial Awareness
Week. Fighting AMR is a challenge
where every member of the public,
every patient and every healthcare
worker has their role to play. The ICSM
Gazette sat down with Juliet Alibone
and Dr. Esmita Charani from Imperial
College
London’s
own
Health
Protection Research Unit (HPRU) in
Healthcare-Associated Infections and
Antimicrobial Resistance, to find out
more about this critical issue and find
out about the work that’s being done
to combat it.

EVENTS
WORLD ANTIMICROBIAL AWARENESS
WEEK 2020+1
Juliet Alibone and Dr. Esmita Charani

HALFWAY DINNER 2020+1
Xinyu Ye
NATIONAL STUDENT GLOBAL HEALTH
CONFERENCE
Imperial Students for Global Health
REVIEW OF ICSM DRAMA'S SLEEPING
BEAUTY
Zahrah Sufi

Could you give us a brief introduction to the WAAW
campaign and it’s importance/aims?
WAAW is a campaign by the World Health Organisation
which aims increase awareness of global antimicrobial
resistance (AMR) and encourage everyone to do their bit,
whether that is as a healthcare worker responsible for
prescribing antibiotics, or as a member of the public or a
carer who might need to take antibiotics, or as a farmer
or pet owner who might use them on their animals. AMR
effects everyone, across the globe in one way or another.
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Can you take us through all that’s been going on in this
year’s campaign in Imperial?
This year WHO came up with a fantastically visual idea
for people to show their support: #GoBlueForAMR. So in
addition to all the amazing academic talks and seminars
our staff were doing, they also took lots of pictures of
themselves wearing, blue, their students in blue, their
pets in blue, we even managed to make the Queen’s
Tower go blue.
We also pulled together a couple of great videos around
AMR- one featuring children of the Unit’s staff at a “high
level AMR meeting” and another in multiple languages
with AMR messages which really highlighted the
diversity of our staff and students. Both can still be seen
on our twitter feed (@HPRUamr), the one with the kids
was retweeted by Dame Sally Davies, UK AMR Envoy so
that was fantastic!
This year we launched the first of our public facing
computer games around AMR, called “Dicing with
Death”, it’s basically snakes and ladders, but this time
good infection prevention behaviours, like washing your
hands, only taking antibiotics as prescribed and getting
vaccinated see you going up ladders and the bad ones
see you sliding down to snakes.
Usually at this time of year, we would have had pop up
stands across campuses and an antibiotic amnesty prize
draw where people can return unused antibiotics for safe
disposal, sadly with fewer people on campus due to
COVID-19 we didn’t run it, but some pharmacies across
the Midlands ran something similar, and New Zealand did
it Nationally last year or the year before, but we were
there with the idea first!

EVENTS
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How big a threat does AMR and HAIs pose to the future of global health?
Where to start! We, collectively, are finally waking up to the damage we have done to the environment
for generations by not respecting nature and starting to wake up to the potential catastrophic
repercussions of those actions. AMR is a threat on a par with climate change; antibiotics are a precious
resource, but we have been squandering them, by overusing them and misusing them and ignoring the
natural consequences of those actions. The consequences are that a whole range of bacteria are now
resistant to the drugs of last resort. Illnesses which were curable are increasingly becoming incurable and
many of the huge advances in modern medicine which we take for granted; hip replacements, caesarean
section, cancer treatment, organ transplants will all stop being possible without working antimicrobials.
The last Chief Medical Officer, Dame Sally Davies, said that without working antimicrobials, medicine
would go back to the dark ages.
What do you think most people misunderstand when it comes to AMR? If you could get one message
about AMR into every household what would it be?
It’s a complicated subject, so people tend to think it is they who become resistant to antibiotics, but that
isn’t correct. It’s the bacteria causing diseases that become resistant and then they can pass that
resistance gene to other bacteria, including ones which aren’t even the same species.- As we have seen
with the COVID-19 virus, disease causing pathogens travel quickly and don’t respect borders, so
resistance in one part of the world is quickly seen in another.
The other common misconception is that if we discover a new antibiotic, we have solved the problem of
drug resistance, but that’s not right either. Resistance is simply evolution in action- every new antibiotic
will have some bacteria that will be naturally resistant, furthermore with exposure to the new antibiotic
other bacteria may learn to develop resistance through natural selection- all you can do it try and slowdown that resistance by not using antibiotics unless really necessary thus reducing selection pressure.
My one message would be, before you go to the doctor to ask for antibiotics, consider whether you
really need them. Most common colds are viral, so antibiotics wouldn’t work anyway, and lots of
infections whether bacterial or viral are self-limiting. Yes, you will feel grotty, but often it’s better to treat
the symptoms and let your immune system do its thing. I mean, if you were given a ration of antibiotics
to use during your lifetime and that was it, would you really use them to treat a nasty cold because you
wanted to be well for lectures, or would you stay in bed for a couple of days and get better and save the
need antibiotic for the time you might really need them for example if you needed to have an operation
EVENTS
when you’re older or for chemotherapy? We need to change how we think about antibiotics, they really
aren’t a limitless resource.
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Can you give us an overview of the research your HPRU unit has been conducting?
Our Unit is multidisciplinary because AMR is such a complex problem. First we have
the bench-scientists looking at genomic microbiology - what makes a bacteria resistant
to certain antibiotics, why are some types of resistance more transmissible than others,
why are some more deadly, how can you identify one strain from another. This work
will be a lot more familiar to people now post-COVID, since we’ve heard a lot about
genomics and how important it is in tracking disease emergence and spread and for
designing treatments. Then we have data scientists and modellers who use data from
different areas including genomics, national databases, local or hospital level health
record systems, to predict risk and the spread of drug resistant infections or to see the
impact of policy decisions on patient outcomes. Concurrent to this we have other
teams looking at the problem from the the drugs we prescribe. How do we get people
to prescribe antibiotics more accurately and have better infection prevention
strategies? This work consists of two strands, one looking at the behavioural and social
angle of how and why people make the decisions they do and another looking at the
technical and design aspects of what innovations and developments we can come up
to make this all easier! So, we are doing some very clever things looking across the
breath of the issue- from social sciences, to precision prescribing, to epidemiology and
bacterial genomics.
There is currently a global disparity in AMR. How does the HPRU’s research address
this?/What steps must be taken to address this?
There are many sociocultural inequities in healthcare which influence how people
access health and their ability to live healthy lives. These inequities will impact
infection related outcomes. Access to clean water, vaccines, healthcare facilities and
quality assured medicines, including antibiotics vary between countries. Lack of access
to these key indicators can lead to increased infection burden in populations as well as
increase the risk of the emergence and threat of AMR. Within countries poverty, poor
housing, education, occupational insecurity all impact health. Furthermore race,
ethnicity and gender can also influence health and illness. At the Imperial HPRU we are
researching the impact of infections and AMR in vulnerable populations to ensure that
the healthcare needs of all the different subsets of the population are taken into
consideration when developing solutions to tackle AMR. This includes understanding
how we can better reach to different communities and provide equitable access to
health and health information. Globally we are building collaborations with colleagues
in in centres, including France, Norway, South Africa, Pakistan, India, and Uganda to be
able to learn from each other and build capacity for sustainable research. Together
with our colleagues around the world we have developed open, free learning resources
on online platforms to share not only the findings from the research we carry out, but
also the methodologies we employ. More importantly, we also actively participate in
and encourage cross-collaborations through our researchers (PhD studentships,
internships, visiting researchers).
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How can we help combat AMR as future doctors?
We encourage students to get involved in our research, as that is one way for you to learn about the
work we do and to imbibe the principles of the need for optimised antibiotic use early on. If you are
interested in our research and want to find out how you can get involved email
(head.ops@imperial.ac.uk). As future doctors, regardless of the path you choose or the specialty you end
up in, you will be required to diagnose and treat infections with antibiotics. It is important to understand
that as future prescribers, you will have an important role in shaping our response to AMR. However,
you won’t work in isolation and building strong working relationships with other members of the
multidisciplinary teams you work within will be vital to address the problem of AMR. What’s important
to do is begin to appreciate that antibiotics are a finite resource, and they need to be used responsibly.
Doctors work alongside nurses, pharmacists and laboratory experts to try to make the best decisions for
their patients and this is something that is vital to address AMR. Remember this and always seek advice
from colleagues who may be able to support you. Additionally make sure that you are familiar with local
and national evidence-based recommendations and guidelines to guide your decision making when
managing infections.
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HALFWAY
DINNER 2020+1
BY XINYU YE

Halfway dinner committee started our
scheming in the midst of summer as we began
searching for venues that would live up to the
grandeur of the occasion. We only have a
halfway dinner once in our medical school
timeline, so we knew it needed to count.
We arrived at the theme for the event quite
naturally, we wanted to give people a chance
to dress to the nines without creating too
many precursors for entry, and thus went with
the age-tested Hollywood theme.
Simi was a legend in all of this, the
mastermind of the vision for the night. She
really kept the plan for different bits of decor
so under wraps, even committee were in the
dark!

Many of us grew up on classic Hollywood and
non-Hollywood films, so it seemed right to
expand our theme to include other prominent
movie industries. We did some research for
what films to include and they ended up being
incorporated into centrepieces - a classic
movie with a personalised touch of table
attendees as the cast. With such a broad array
of films, it seemed apt to have our official
theme as ‘A Night at the Movies’.
After finalising the theme, the ideas
snowballed from there. Lots of little touches
were incorporated, like the ‘golden ticket’
keepsakes, Yearbook Awards and handwritten
placecards.
We hope everyone enjoyed their night, it's
been fun being your committee for HWD 🤍

Planning decorations and seating for hwd was
challenging at times - some things were easier
to plan than others but luckily, everyone on
committee was really supportive and we were
able to pull it off!
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NATIONAL STUDENT GLOBAL
HEALTH CONFERENCE HOSTED
AT IMPERIAL COLLEGE
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BY IMPERIAL STUDENTS FOR GLOBAL HEALTH
On the weekend of 6th – 7th November, Imperial’s Students for Global Health society (SfGH Imperial)
successfully hosted its first national student conference, in collaboration with Imperial College
Infectious Diseases Society (ID Soc).
The hybrid conference, attended by over 40 delegates each day, was designed around a central theme
of “learning from the pandemic” and was the first in-person national student global health conference
since 2019. A broad range of workshops, seminar talks, keynote speakers and panel discussions were
featured on the programme, with Saturday 6th November focussing on science communications, public
health, and scientific responses to COVID-19, whilst Sunday 7th was centred around community
health.
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Keynote speakers included Professors Danny Altmann and Azeem Majeed from Imperial’s
Departments of Immunology and Primary Care and Public Health respectively, who gave
presentations on the subject of long COVID as a chronic condition for the patient, and the long-term
impacts of the pandemic on the NHS. Professor Sir Michael Marmot from UCL’s Institute of Health
Equity spoke passionately about the need to “build back fairer” from the pandemic, addressing
structural social determinants of health, and Dr John Tregoning from Imperial’s Department of
Infectious Disease delivered a highly engaging talk on how a century of scientific progress has allowed
us to develop the COVID vaccines in 100 days.
Three expert panel discussions on global health careers, policy making during the pandemic and how to
build more resilient communities brought diverse opinions and rich conversations to the conference,
with opportunities for the audience to engage with panellists including scientists, clinicians, public
health professionals, community leaders and student representatives.
Interactive workshops and talks covered diverse topics, including communicating data to the media,
human rights and digital health, challenges around conducting metanalyses during a fast-moving
pandemic, the impact of COVID on social care, mental health during the pandemic, and equitable
access to vaccines and medicines. There were also a variety of “market stalls” from partner
organisations.
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"Everyone involved should be very proud of organising
this event with no prior experience and under severe
pandemic-related uncertainties."
Ray Wang, SfGH Chair said: “This event has been a real team effort and partnership between SfGH and
Imperial ID Soc. I would like to thank first and foremost our conference team, and in particular my
colleagues Zhin Ming Tan (Secretary, SfGH) and Bryan Ooi (Chair, ID Soc) for their immense
contributions behind the scenes to ensure the hybrid online and in-person conference was delivered
successfully. Everyone involved should be very proud of organising this event with no prior experience
and under severe pandemic-related uncertainties. We have demonstrated that our plans worked well
and will have given our societies confidence to deliver similar events in the future for our members”.
The conference committee would like to extend their sincere thanks to our partners from Imperial’s
School of Public Health, SfGH National Committee and UAEM National Committees for their support
of this event, as well as all of our speakers, panellists, faciliators and stallholders without whose
generous support and engagement, this meeting would not have been possible.
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REVIEW OF ICSM DRAMA’S
SLEEPING BEAUTY
BY ZAHRAH SUFI

It’s a Thursday night; I hear the chatter and chuckles of an awaiting audience. With drinks
in hands, snacks on laps and conversation in the air, the people in the Union Concert Hall
are sharing their anticipation for the much awaited Autumn Show. ICSM Drama had
chosen to adapt Matt Beames’ retelling of the classic fairytale that we all know and love.
The performance of Sleeping Beauty was about to begin.
After being plunged into darkness several times, a directorial decision that perhaps made
our excitement grow bigger, a hush fell over the hall as smoke began to fill the stage in
front of us. 12 elegant ladies clad in white walk in carrying cushions and a soundtrack
similar to the one in Dune (you know which one I’m talking about) fills our ears.
They are revealed to be the 12 Guardians of Time, each one named after a month in the
solar year. We are informed that the previous guardian holding the title of ‘December’ had
died and the Guardians were convening to initiate her successor, played by Frankii
Watson. She is tasked with telling a tale and soon we are transported into the world of
New Forest where a curse has been placed upon both the forest and Prince Roland who
has been damned to eternal slumber.
The rest of the play follows Aurora and her trio of companions in her quest to save the
prince and repay a debt that she owes him. Meeting friends along the way and facing
mayhem wreaked by the lost Guardian of Time, Oublier (French for ‘to forget’), the play
focuses on the power of friendship.
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What this production did quite nicely was reverse the traditional gender roles that we
have in our heads as a result of living in a heteronormative society. The idea of a strong,
empowered protagonist trying to save a man may seem gimmicky but Aurora, played by
Rachel Ruck, didn’t try to be overly this or overly that. She played Aurora as a wellrounded heroine which was incredibly refreshing. One of my favourite lines that she often
uttered, flashback or not, was ‘I’ll smack you’. The young Aurora, played by Rania Salem,
was equally as outstanding and enjoyable to watch.
But the themes of friendship and family were the most pivotal in this performance. The
trio of ‘sidekicks’ that accompanied Aurora had a lovely dynamic where Unferth, a sassy
troll, was constantly and relentlessly facing lighthearted insults from Gudrun. Unferth,
played by Oishi Sikdar, was a standout character and provided comic relief in even the
most darkest of the plays moments which was incredibly well-received.
Another highlight of the show was the ‘Doe’, played by Gremy Baby, who did the fantastic
job of elegantly walking across the stage in stilts which was a creative production move
but also a scene that I don’t think any audience member would easily forget. Another
brilliant creative decision was the ‘Blackbird’, played by Darwin Dela Cruz, who was
manually flown around the stage and represented the half-human half-bird nature of the
character quite aptly.
However, the aspect of the play that I found the most interesting was how the play didn’t
give into our expectations of a romance. In this day and age, romance fills our screens,
novels and music but the power and importance of platonic friendships, especially
between members of the opposite sex, is underplayed. It was refreshing to see a malefemale friendship not develop into something more and I think Alexandre Vairon’s
portrayal of the Prince was amazing at showing this.
I also found the play to make a vital but subtle point about consent. In the traditional
Sleeping Beauty, we’re all familiar with Prince Philip arriving and laying a kiss to the
unconscious Aurora. However, in this performance, the Prince didn’t need a kiss as an act
of devotion but the power of friendship that didn’t violate his autonomy or personal space.
Ultimately, it was a fantastic production and the hard work and dedication that the
Autumn Show crew and cast put in was wholly visible. A great start to ICSM Drama’s
2021-2022 season and I am intrigued to see what else they have in store for us.
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BY ANGELA CEBOLLA SOUSA

SOCIETY SPOTLIGHT

This term ICSM tennis has really been on fire!
To start off, we went on tour to Bristol at the
start of October. Organised by our fantastic
social secretaries, Aanya and Krish, we did a
Scavenger Hunt, went Bowling and played
tennis and minigolf. And most importantly,
someone got married during the tour!
Freshers´ week
Next stop, our tasters and trials! There were
truly impressive new players and very tough
decisions for our team captains Tugce and
Jasper. Due to the incredibly good players that
have entered the club this year and the high
number of members, we decided to create
another team - the Intermediate team! Led by
our great developmental captain, Kian, we are
looking forward to seeing some of them
competing in future UH and LUSL matches.
During Freshers´ week we went to the first
Sports nights and to Miran Masala! Our social
tennis team also had a bubble team on the first
taster session.

During the term
There have been wonderful experiences and
competitions throughout the term. To start off,
while we lost against IC tennis on our first match,
we managed to win in the LUSL matches against
LSE and Barts. We were reminded that matches
are really a shared experience that brings out the
best in people!
Additionally, for the first time in the history of
ICSM tennis, we had our first social vs
intermediate vs team matches!
Organised by our incredible social tennis captain,
Charlie, we have decided to do three matches
these last two months to further unite our club
and have fun challenging each other! Finally, we
have had lots of fun during the UH curry and we
are really looking forward to our Christmas events
this December!
Due to all the hard work of the fantastic captain
Anavi, the rest of the committee and the
enthusiasm of our players, we managed to
increase the number of our members from 64 to
196! This has been one of the best terms ICSM
tennis has ever had and we could not be more
grateful for the help of ICSMSU and Imperial
Athletes.
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ICSM MUSIC

SOCIETY SPOTLIGHT

BY HAFSA JALISI, ICSM MUSIC SOCIETY CHAIR
2021-2022
ICSM Music Society started back with a big bang and a bari sax as lots of new faces joined our
numerous ensembles: Chamber Choir, Choir, Orchestra, Jazz Band and Bands. Our society
returned to rehearsals in October, preparing for the gigs and concerts ahead of us. These
included performances during Freshers by Bands in October, our annual Autumn Choir and
Orchestra concerts in November, and our Jazz Band Winter gig in December. A massive well
done goes out to our ensemble leads and our amazing musical members for a fantastic start to
the year!
The biggest highlight for Music this term was definitely our first Weekend Away back since
2019. Trekking to the coasts of Bournemouth, our society was in for a weekend of bonding.
The younger years joined in the traditions with such enthusiasm and the older years were just
happy for the fun to be back. It was truly a reflection on what an open and inclusive space our
society provides for everybody to find their own ways to have a good time.
It's never too late to join in all our fun, whether that be concerts, gigs, or our socials. If you
want to get to know our members a bit more, come join us at our ‘Remingle’ Social at
Reynolds Bar on Thursday 20 January from 6pm.
Make sure to follow us on Facebook and Instagram @icsmmusicsoc to be updated with all our
upcoming events. We can’t wait to keep on playing music, don’t miss out on the #muSIK!
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SOCIETY SPOTLIGHT

BY ARCHIT SINGHAL, IMCC CLUB CAPTAIN 2020-2022
With the start of another academic year, comes the end of the outdoor playing season for
cricket. However, it would be a mistake to think that the club will simply go into hibernation,
defrosting around April as the spring starts. Instead, the winter months signify the start of a
packed social and indoor calendar, before we once again head outdoors as the grass turns
green later in the year.
Having elected our new committee, Imperial Medics Cricket Club is raring to get down to
business in what is going to be an absolutely massive year for the club!
With the COVID-19 pandemic curtailing many of our plans throughout the winter months last
year, there are no such shackles on us this year, and our social secs are already hard at work
planning all sorts of antics for the coming year! We’ve already had a great turnout for our
annual Nando’s Welcome Dinner and first and second Sports Nights at Reynolds Bar.
Freshers have certainly embraced the club spirit but look out for future tasks! Interspersed
between these regular nights are all sorts of activities, from driving ranges to pub cricket (full
of twists that can be enjoyed by drinkers and non-drinkers alike)! All of this builds up to the
crowning social event of the year (drumroll please): Cricket Dinner! A black-tie event where
all of the members of the club come together for a huge night of fun; and having not been
able to schedule one last year, we’ll most definitely be arranging double the excitement to
make up for it!
On the playing side of things, we are training weekly at the Oval, looking to dust-off preseason cobwebs and becoming a fighting force this year! In the summer, we have two teams,
catered to all levels of ability. The 1s are the place to go for high standard, high quality cricket,
with the team being entered in the BUCS league for the first time in many years, alongside
the flagship UH Cup, which we are most certainly out to bring home for the first time in 10
years. For those who want a more chill, relaxed and social approach to cricket as well, fear
not, for our 2s fit that bill exactly, also being competitive in BUCS, and having a load of laughs
while doing it. Once the competitive cricket is done, we still have President’s Day, which this
year sees a family feud featuring current and former cousin Club Captains, accompanied by
food, drinks, a “game” of cricket and all the stories that have faded from recent memory. To
cap it all off, nestled in right at the end of the season, is the infamous Devon tour, which
simply has to be experienced once through university. We would tell you more, but what
happens on tour…stays on tour.
In summary, the committee has been
hard at work planning and scheduling a
number of amazing events for you, so
stick around; you won’t regret it!
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BY BRYAN OOI - INFECTIOUS DISEASE
SOCIETY CHAIR
We are Imperial College Infectious Diseases Society. The pandemic brought the impact of
infectious diseases to the forefront this year. Through our public health campaigns, we aim to
spread awareness of the various infectious diseases among our community – be it sexuallytransmitted infections (STI) to antimicrobial resistance (AMR), its impact on the global scale,
and the role students can play to combat these diseases. This is achieved through lectures,
panel discussions and educational workshops, all while fundraising for a good cause related to
the theme of our campaigns. This term – we campaigned for HIV/AIDS Awareness in relation
to World AIDS Day on 1 Dec, fundraising for Egmont Trust, an umbrella organisation
empowering HIV local community projects in Eastern Africa.
We also want to support biomedical scientists and young researchers in developing their
interests in the field of ID, through our newly formed journal club and Med Tech related
events. To aid students in their exams, we also hold tutorials for medical students covering all
year groups 1-6. And this year, we’ve launched Infection4Finals, a national exam revision
series by expert clinicians covering high-yield material for medical school finals.
Our collaborations with other societies also widened our scope and range of events to
encompass global health. We worked with Imperial Student’s for Global Health in November
this year, organising a national 2-day hybrid COVID conference: “Learning from the
Pandemic”. Next term, we will be working with Friends of MSF to launch a Neglected Tropical
Diseases campaign culminating in a fundraiser fun-run!
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TRAVEL
BLUEBERRY
PIEROGI?
TAK PROSZĘ
Rakul Sri

BLUEBERRY PIEROGI?
TAK PROSZĘ
BY RAKUL SRI

SOLO TRAVELLING
- WHY YOU
SHOULD DO IT AND
HOW TO START
Lesly Aju

TRAVELLING FOR
THE WRONG
REASONS
Enrique Monem

When you think ‘lads’ holiday’, you’ll
probably come up with a Greek Island,
somewhere in Spain or some other
notorious party destination.
The boys and I went to Poland. Very
unconventional.
Now, there’s nothing wrong with Poland.
It’s just not the first place you think of
when you and your friends want to spend
a holiday together. But the month (3 and a
bit weeks) I spent in Poland with my best
friends has produced some unforgettable
memories. I want to share with you our
volunteering experience in the Land of the
Fields.
One of my mates had spent time in Poland
the year before, volunteering as an
English-teaching ‘mentor’ for kids, aged
11-17, at summer camps. He encouraged
some of us to come with him this time
around (maybe because he got some
friend referral prize out of it, who

knows) and this is how it went.
We landed in Warsaw on a Friday and
stayed in the beautiful Old Town
banking the Vistula River. The Old Town
is stunning in the summer, with people
everywhere
in
the
traditional
restaurants and shops. The city, which
endured a dark past, was a roomy place,
with many of the buildings that once
stood replaced by lookalikes. It was
eerie in some ways. Nonetheless, it was
a fun place to be as a young person, with
the bars, clubs, and electric scooters for
hire (highlight of my trip was us zooming
down a dual carriageway like a biker
gang). However, sadly, we couldn’t stay
in Warsaw too long to truly discover it,
because our

volunteering journey was going to start
on Sunday.
It was an early morning meet at the plac
Defilad. The impressive Palace of
Culture and Science was the first thing
we saw when we arrived in our Uber. It’s
the second largest building in Poland,
given as a gift to the Polish people from
the Soviets. At night, it was beautiful to
look at when it was illuminated in
beautiful colours.
The summer camps we volunteered at,
as English-teaching mentors, were
based in rural resorts in the northern
region of Poland surrounding Gdansk,
where the Vistula entered the Baltic
Sea.
TRAVEL

Old Town: Statue of Sa
wa

We mentored at 3 separate camps in 3 different
locations. Our first week was in a village called
Rytebłota (that’s ri-te-bwo-ta).
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The role of the mentor was simple. We were not
there to teach boring grammar rules. Instead, we
were giving the kids an opportunity to have a
conversation, allowing them to work on their fluency
and speaking skills with a native-speaker level
mentor.

Not only did I have fun, but we also had fun as a
group. We learnt more about each other and bonded
through the ups and downs. Sitting down at 3 am with
each other, writing feedback for the kids’ efforts
during the camp, singing Adele on the coach back to
Warsaw and doing night rounds in blankets outside
the resort, are the small things that added up to make
the month in Poland special.

Chocolate-making featur
ing mosquito bite on lef
t eye

Each camp was unique, and I left Poland with great
memories, made with fantastic people in a beautiful
country. There were even a few firsts like chocolatemaking and my first ever wasp sting - don’t leave
underwear out to dry in the countryside. The talent
show at the end of each camp was a highlight. Some
of the boys and I were a part of the boyband ‘Wrong
Direction’ where we performed our rendition of
‘What Makes You Beautiful’. Getting one of the
babies of the camp, an eleven-year-old boy, to join
one of us in a dance-off to old Usher tunes was
probably a job well done on our side.

Palace of Culture and Sc
ience

I learnt so much by being a mentor. One thing I know
for sure, I am not becoming a paediatrician any time
soon. However, listening to the children, it was
enriching to understand what they valued in their
lives. I learnt a lot from all the stupid conversations
we had, such as about whether milk goes in before or
after the cereal, as well as from the real
conversations about whether the kids saw their
future in Poland; a place surrounded by seven other
countries and a wider world of opportunity.

Lake at Rytebłota

Would I do it again? Yes, 100%. But probably not
with Shehzar Alam, because he picked the camps
purely based on whether they had a gym or not.
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BY LESLY AJU
VSAQ: We're in medical school, so of course we have to start with
a very short answer question! Remember you can only write 4
words. If you write more, it won't be counted in this non-existent
exam!
Q) What is solo travelling? (1 mark)
A) Travelling on your own
I hope all of you got the mark! Solo travelling is taking a journey
anywhere, so long as you’re by yourself, and you decide where
you go, what you eat and what you do.
Travelling can be very liberating. You gain new experiences, and it
can widen your perspective of the world. However, there is stigma
behind the idea of solo travelling and people’s motivations behind
doing it. For example, many people assume it’s because you have
no friends that want to go out with you - which usually isn’t the
case!
Solo travelling actually gives you the opportunity to be selfish, to
choose what you want and to not have to cater to other people’s
needs. Whilst travelling, you can listen to your own thoughts, to
music or an audiobook. You can reflect on life or laugh along to
your favourite podcast. I have travelled by myself many times in
the past, walking across London, visiting museums, tourist
attractions, Instagram-worthy places and eating lots of good food!
Possible problems to troubleshoot: many people hate eating on
their own, which, I will admit I initially struggled with too.
However, it is important to remember that there are 9 million
people in London (true fact!), not including the thousands of
tourists that visit London each year. Therefore, there is actually
very little chance you will meet the same person again, so don’t
worry about judgement. If people watching isn’t your thing, it’s
also a good idea to bring a book or download an episode of a show
or movie to watch on your phone while you wait.

Travelling alone and getting lost: many people worry about getting
lost in London, taking the wrong train, or ending up at the wrong
destination. Whenever I have gotten lost in London, I have always
ended up somewhere really aesthetic, sometimes somewhere I’ve
never even heard of! Getting lost allows you to experience new
locations and new activities that you have yet to discover. As long as
you have Google Maps (and know how to use it well), a charged
phone and a bank account with money in it, I assure you that getting
from A to B is possible.
Not knowing what to do: some may worry that they don’t have
anything to do or don’t know where to go. You can always check out
guides on the internet about the best things to do, see and eat in
London – perfect for a spontaneous day out. Start by choosing a
random train station in Central London to go to and just walk
around, walking into shops that interest you and not worrying about
where you end up.
A recent visit to London that I took included visiting the following
places: I started off at Bank Station and then visited the Bank of
England, St Pauls Cathedral (where I was able to avoid the entrance
fee as I went on a Sunday), Covent Garden (where I got some gelato
from Amorino) , Neal’s Yard, Leicester Square, the National Gallery
(I didn’t go in on this day, but I would highly recommend it!),
Buckingham Palace, Westminster Abbey, the Houses of Parliament
and I ended the day by taking an Uber boat to Canary Wharf, getting
some food and then going home!
Disclaimer: The trip I am describing took place in early September
when the days were much longer and so I was able to get more done
when it was still bright. However, you could still use this as a guide to
help plan your next spontaneous solo-trip into the city!
How to start: start local, start in London! If you know the language,
have data and a bank account, you can easily go into London without
much planning and still have a lot of fun and get home safe!
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TRAVELLING FOR THE WRONG REASONS
BY ENRIQUE MONEM
Travelling. When thinking about something to write for the
‘Travel’ section of the Gazette, I was torn. Should I reminisce
on an experience when travelling? Or write about a particular
place and recommend sights and activities? Or even talk about
how recent global events have impacted travel?
If you know me, you’ll know I never shy away from sharing my
opinion and I often have a lot to say (although I may not always
say it). So naturally, I fell for the temptation and decided I’d
settle for something much simpler - what travelling has meant
and means to me.
My parents loved to travel. Before I was born, it seemed as
though they had walked on every island, swam in every sea,
and spent a night on every continent under the sun. Part of me
was jealous when I heard about their incredible stories and
adventures. Adventures they purposefully left me out of,
because apparently, a child would “ruin it”. So as such, it’ll
come as no surprise that as I grew up, we aimed to travel as
much as possible.
Now don’t get me wrong, I certainly recognise the incredible
blessing I had in having the opportunity to go abroad. And I
don’t take that lightly. But despite this, when looking back, I
realise I didn’t truly appreciate it the way I should have. When
I was a child, the best part of travelling wasn’t seeing a new
country or trying new food, but it was making new friends in
kids clubs. Friends with funny accents that I struggled to
understand and at times would find annoying. Granted our
holidays would’ve been classed as ‘family holidays’, but we still
aimed to see as much of a country as possible and tried to truly
explore its culture: visiting sights, landmarks, meeting the
people and trying their food. But at the time, I simply couldn’t
care less about all that; I wanted to swim in the pools and run
around with my international friends.
However, during my teen years, things changed. I began
hearing of friends in school traveling too. Going to increasingly
exotic places, having increasingly thrilling experiences. When
they came back, they’d spend hours talking about how they did
this and that. Flashing hundreds of pictures they had taken,
almost as evidence to prove their trip was as amazing as they
said. So, what did I do? Well, I did what any rational person
would do. I adopted the exact same mindset: ‘forget about the
country itself or experiencing a new way of life. I need to find
crazy and exciting things to do there… then it’ll be a
worthwhile trip’.

Believe me when I tell you, I chased that idea. Capturing pictures
showing a façade of ‘exotic’ experiences for my snapchat stories,
coupled with quotes I’d later cringe at the very thought of.
However, you’ll be glad to know it didn’t take me long to learn
my lesson. A few words of wisdom from my mum, accompanying
some years of maturity, and I was out of the phase.
While writing this, I can still see how it’s easy to get caught up in
the ‘idea’ of travel. Social media posts, pop-up ads and cleverly
edited videos can bombard our minds, feeding us this picture
that travel is all about the thrills and excitement. That without
breath-taking experiences, stunning views and fascinating sights,
travel is almost worthless.
However, ultimately, I believe the experience of travelling
should be much simpler than that, whilst being far more
rewarding. Absolutely, adventures and opportunities should be
seized, but travel itself should be simply for the sake of exploring
a different and unique way of living. Seeing life from people with
a different perspective, different views, and different daily
structures. All the time sharing the same human experiences
throughout.
So, my challenge to you is this. When given the opportunity to
travel, seize it. But this time, aim to learn and discover as must as
possible in this new place. Immerse yourself in the life there.
Seek to leave as a different person compared to when you
arrived. Strive to understand another way of life, even if you
initially can’t comprehend it. I am not saying that travel can no
longer be about the same thrills and excitement I mentioned. I
am asking you to consider how it can be so much more.
Travel should be something which broadens horizons and allows
us to experience new culture, music, food and most importantly
make new friends (with funny accents). Something that, as a
result, allows us to think differently and consider different
attitudes, values and principles which may be far from our own.
In turn, we can hope to see the world more as a global
community. People alike; not separated by borders, skin colour
or beliefs. But unified by our souls and our common humanity.
And despite our differences, this kind of travelling can encourage
the possibility of a world where we can see one another as
equals.
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